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BY THE U.S; GENERAL Al COUNTING .OFFICE

Report,To The Qh6irman,
Subcommittee On The Handicapped,

(112 Committee QnfLabor And Human Resources
'United.States Senate,

Use Of The Public LavV 94-142 Set-Aside shows
Both The Flexibility Intended By The Law And
The Need For Improved Reporti9g

Under. the Education for All Handicapped Children Act
.(Public Law 94-142), each state may set aside fQr the
payment (*administrative and direct and support services
26 percent of all the funds granted to it for,the educatit of
handicapped students. .In . fiscal year .1984, the $ 50
million set-aside repregerited the federal ghare in the
support of responsibilities assignedpy the act to the states
for this $1 billion program. Asked to determine the probable
effect of mandating a change in the set-aside, GAO found
that the average state flows through to local education
agencies more funds than the law requires and that the
states use the set-aside,money with the flexibility that the.
law intends. However, the state directors of special educa-
tion and GAO's analyses indicate that a mandated reduction'.s

could lead to changes in the types of activities.that are
funded.

..lifisic nationwide data on the set-aside are, lacking.
Collecting such minimal informationras the percentages
that the status retain, and including it In the Department of
Education's annual report to the Congress, would help,
,provide at little cost or burden better data than are available
about how the states perform their responsibilities in the
overall program for handicapped children.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION

ANOI ,

METHODOLOGY DIVVON

J

.B-216479

UNITED STATES ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548

The Honorable Lowell WeiCker, Jr.
Chairman, Subcommittowe
on the Handicapped

Committee on Labor and,.
Hunan Resources
United States Senate

JP
)

D4ar Mr. Chairman:
D

C..

This report responds to your request fora study of.the
! Public Law 94-142 state set-aside: It describes how the states 6'

are currently using these funds and analyzes'the likely effect.of
a shift in. the set-aside Proportion. Based on this review, the
report presents a matter for consideration by the-SubcomTittee,
namely, the need for regularly collected-nationwide dataon the
set-aside. .

i

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce
its contente earlier, we plan 'no further distribution of this
report until three days from the date of the report. At that
time, we will send copies to interested parties and make vopies
available to others on request..

Sincenely,

ei-.4N-% -4-4.
Taganor Chel.imsky o.
Director



GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON'THE HANDICAPPED
COMMITTEE ON. LABOR AND
HUMAN RESOURCES
UNITED STATES SENATE

USE OF THE,PUBLIC LAW 94-142 SET-
ASIDE SHOWS BOTH THE FLEXIBILITY
Diatom BY THE LAW AND THE NEED
FOR IMPROVED REPORTING

DIGES T

The states are allowed to set aside up to
25 percent bf their qrants under the Educatioh
for All Handi5apped Children Act of 1975,
Public Law 94-142,\for their own allocation
under broad federal quidelles. Each state'
must flow through at least 75 percent of its
grant to local education agencies. ,In fiscal
year 1984, Public Law 94-142 activities were
funOed with`- slightly more than $1 billion,_of
which 25 .percent., or wore than $250 million,
was set aside for allocation by state educa-
tion agencies. Comparatively little attention
has been paid to the use of the set-aside.
Researoh has been directed mostly toward
understanding the flow-through funds.

The chairman\of the Subcommittee on the Handl.-
. capped of the Senate Committee on Labor and
Human' Resources asked GAO to provide'current
evaluative-inlprmation that would allow

. generalizatiorfs about the use and effects of
the Public Law 94-142 state set-aside. More
specifidally, the chairman asked GAO to iden-
tify current uses of the set-aside (including
the ,functions that the set-Aside is ful..
filling, and the typesof activities that are
funded), and to assess the probable effect of
shifting the relatiMe proportion of funds
between state and local education agencies.

Tear Sheet'

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

To answer the'chairman's.requept, GAO..cor-
lected data from three sources: (1) a

.national telephone survey .of suite offices of
special/ education .48 states (Hawaii, New.
Mexico, and the District of Columbia were
excluded), (2) interviewswith federal and
state qffixials, local educators, and .special
interegt groups, and 13),visfts to sites in -

3 states.' GAO's study design was intended to
produce information that would allow

GAO/PEMD- -5
JANUARY 2, 1 86
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nationwide generalizations al;tout the Public
Law, 94-142 set-aside. (pp 7712)

PROBLEMS IN REPORTING FINANCIAL DATA

Colltcting financial informition necessary:to
conduct the review was difficult for two,
reasons. First, while, there'are fedefal
reporting requirements for planned uses of the
set-aside, no informations is required for °-
actual expendituies in 0.ris $250 m411kon
program. While some seates dd voluntarily
provide partial expenditure'information in

. their annual performance reports to the
DepartMeht of. Education., GAO fbupd.the
information from these reports of little use
given the absence of astapdard set of
categories or descriptors for set-aside
activities. Moreover, the absence .of standard
reporting categories also meanSthat the
states keep records in different ways thatare
not always consistent with the categories for
'which GAO requested information.

4 .01

Second, the states are allowed to reserve a.
portion of a current year's set-aside funds
and carry them over into thedollbwing year..

-The respondents to GAO's survey could not, for
the most part, Astinguish between various
allotments of funds. Therefore, GAO studied
the use of set-aside money not in the federal
but in the state fiscal year 1984 (July1,
1983, to June 30, 1984, for all but
3 states). (pp. 12-13) .

4

. Because of these two problems, the financial
infOrmatton collected by GAO should be inter-.

'preted as esfimates, .not as precise figures.

DO THEJSTATES RETAIN
THE 251-PERCENT SET-ASIDE? .

4

A-state may set aside 25 percent of its Public
Law 94 -142 grant. Up to41 percent of its
grant (or $300,000, wr4chever is greater) may
be used for the administrative cost of.
carrying out the law. The remainder of the
set-aside (that is, approximately 20 percent
'of the total grant) may be used for direct and
support services. GAO found that the majority ,

of the states 0 not retain the full
25 percent. No state exceeds the 25- percent'
limit.

.
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'7711/S Most of the states retained the-5-percent
maximum for admirristratiOn., Only six states
retained.less than 5 pqrcent. Three percent
as the smallest amount retained. (p. 15)

However, some.states whose numbers of handi-
capped children are lower than in other4sEaths
May retain $300,000 for administration, an'-
amount 'that may be More. than 5 perdent of :an
award. GAO identified 11 "small" states (as
defined by. child "count), all of which,retaine-d''
more than the 5-perctnt set -aide that is
otherwise allowed for admi6istration.
(p. 15).

4.

.

On the averefge, the states-retain about
...

2-0 percent of-AK-1dr grants. The voluntary
reduction means that the. states let ..... -

$53 million more flow through to local
education agenc'jes in 1984 than they would
have if they, had Set aside the full
25 percent (p. 14)

Most of. the states retained .less than
20'percent of their grants for direct and

- ,support services. Cg. the 48 states that GAO.
surveyed( 35'retained less. On the average,

. the states retained 14 percent for direct and
'support services. (pp. 15-1-6)

. IN:

WHAT FUNCTIONS DOES'
THE SETASIDE SERVE?

State directors of special educatioh identi- '

lied a variety of- broad 'purposes being served
by the get- aside. Most frequently, they men-.

tioned the guarantee of a free and appropriate
-, public education for handicapped students

(54 percent) and monitoring compliance with
the law (44.percent). Crisis intervention,
filling gaps in special education; and
in$uing due process were also mentioned.
(pp.'27-28),

% .

.
Public Law 94-142 and its regulations set
forth seven broad functiOns for the set-aside:
(1) administration of -the..anrival program plan

. and planning at the sate level; (2.) approval,
supervislion, monitdring,..and -evaluation of
local programs and projects; (3) assistance to
ideal agencies in planning programs and projects;
(4) technical assistance to lochl agencies; (5)
leadership-and consultative services; (6) supportI-

Tear Sheet
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services; and (7) direct services to handicapped -=
children by, the state, by contract, or by\other
arrangements: GAO 'found that reported uses of
the pet-aside are'consiseent with these functions.
(pp. 25-27)

WHAT TYPES OF ACTIVITIES'
ARE BEING FUNDED?

.

"
.

GAO found'more similarities i the states' use
of the adMintstrative set-asid than in their
use of the set-aside for direc and support
services. Forty-seven states .were-able to
describe how they toed the administrative
funds. .All reportild using .this money to fUnd
administratots, supervisors, and other
personnel in department operations. All also
funded support personnel (secretaries, data
processors, and so on). Thirty-three of these
47 states funded program operations personnel
(consultants, psychologists, and other .,

specialists). Of the $47,776,000 set-aside
reportedly spent for administration by these
47 states in 1984, 45 percent was.used to fund
perSonnel in these three categories. (pp.

17-20) .

The most frequent use of the direct and
support services portion of theset-aside was
the-fundio*of.activities related to comptehen-
sive^systemsof personnel development, with which
the states assess training needs and proviclie

training 'or technical assistance at the local
level. Forty -one states described, their direict,

and support services, and 32 of these
reported using set - aside`' dollars for this
purpose. Thirteen percent of the average
state's direct and support service set-aside
dollars and 12t percent of the $122,659,000
expenditure on direct and support services
repotted by the 41 states,for-1984 went to the
.0dmprehensive systems of personnel
development.' (pp. 21-23)

But ttkestates put' the direct and support

or
services money to a considerable number of
other Uses as well". About half the states
used for mod61 programs, 20 states used it
to develop materials, 19 states used it to sup-

,

port vocational programs and advisory panels,.
'18 states funded "related services" necessary in

the education of the handicapped linclubing
corrective and developmental services, among

A
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other things), 17 funded research and qyakuation,
and 15 Funded residential placement p grams,
assessment centers, abd interagency q dination-.
(pp. 21-22). A

. -The overall, pitture shos that states
using the flexibility that the legislatio'd and
regulations allow. The.result is great
Variatdon.in ehe-activIties that are funded,
particularly with the direct and support
services money.

,WHAT WOULD 'E THE LIK ELY EFFECT
OF SHIFTING THE PROPORTION
OF. SET-ASIDE FUNDS?

GAO did a variety of analyses to answer this
question. GAO first examined trends
determine if voluntary'shifts already had
occurred in the proportion of the gtayits'
that the states retain. Second, GAO
investigated the nature and extent of -
differences instates retaining high and 10w
proportions.bf the set-aside as a way of
seeing. whet activitiep states might a a or
drop if the proportions shifted. Thi de GAO
described the other sources of funds states
used to help meet the costs of activities
funded by the set-aside. Finally, GAO asked
state directors of special education for their,
views on the likely effect of a mandated shift.

The trend in) voluntary shifts

Since 1979, fewer states have retained the
full 25-percent set-aside each year. In 1'979,
32 state% retained the full amount. The :

number drlopped steadily to 19 in 1984.
Between 15 and 118 statues have changed the
retained proportion of their grants each year
since 1979. Those that changed what'they retained
by as much as 1 p6tcent generally decreased "tt,
giving as a reason the greater needjor'the
money at .the local than at the state level.
.(pp. 31-32)

Differences in type
of funded activities

..

GAO examined whether states retaining high
pr9portions of their grants differ from states
retaining low proportions of their grants in
types of activiOkes funded.

s'

(1



In relation to admihistration, GAO found no'
'differences among states. That is, on the ,

'average, both the states, that retained less !
than 15 percent of their aivards and he states
that retained the maximum 25 percent funded '

the same number of administrative0 personnel
with their set-asides (ab t 27). (p. 33)

In contrast, there were clear differences ih"
direct and,,svport services between states in
these two calegories. The sates that
retained les than.15 percent spent a' smaller
proportion ofatheiryset-asides on research and
&Valuation, V7cational education.' preschool
programs, and training'for parents and spent a
larger progortion on the comprehensivesystems
of personnn development, model programs,
assessment centers, and residential placement.
(p. 36)

The. use 2.f other funding so"rces

. Half of the states used only the set-aside to
fupd Woe support staff involved in administering, )6,

the set-aside. At least half that funded fiscal
managers and legal and procedural personnel,
from the set-aside supported them with that
source alone.%..However, no 'administrative

.6_ category funded by the set-aside depends exclu-
sively on theset-asj.de ih every state for
administrative. functions, most supplemented'
theaset-'aside With other state funds.

.1

Eighteen or more states used the set -aside to
fund model programs, advisory panels, 'Materials
deNkelopment, and related services necessary to -

support the education of the handicapped. These
four direct and support services depended. wholly
on the set-aside in at least half of th9se states,
according to their reports. As with the'admini-
strative,fenction, 'however, no direct and
support service was suppprted with only the
set -aside in every state.. Nearly all these
services :received. state funds, and nearly all
received other federal funds in some states.
p. 39 -41.)

8 faction with the status 1uo

Nearly two. thirds of the state directors of
special education were, satisfied with current
allocations of administrative, direct and
support service, and flow-through fudds,,

V.-
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1:0oug1-1 eight directors of small states had
. .

difficulty with the limit onadminisXrative
expenditures. Overall, the state directors
indicated that a decrease in either4 portion' of
the set-asiie would hate nore effecit than an
increase. (pp. 43-46) .

. A
.

.

. ,

The majority of the-state directors said that
a decreaseih administrative'money would mean
cuts in staff and service Ten directors of
large states (of the 35' di ectors who
addressed this question) toed GAO that a
decrease indirect and support service money
would have rt effect,on thei programs, _but

w r5itia ives. (pp. 43-45)!,

more than on . third indicate that it would
result ip fe;r state 4

. ,

In total, GAO's\analyses of t e likely effect
of a mandated Wiftin the se-aside
proportion show 0-4at, while t states have
Already shifted fulids on their own, a mandaed
change would-not bey, favored by state directors
of Special education Moreove Ithe analyses

. of differences in, ac vities i, .:staes
,retainipg different p oportion of their
&Wards are consistent ith the idea that a
mandated, shift could.be accomp nied' by a
change in the types of Direct. nd support
activities fukded. GAO info matioh igeno '

sufficient to comment on the a ailability qf
ncnfederal.funds to suppo t ac ivities that
'might bedroppedipip the : ent f suc.a shift.

.CONCLUSIONS

The states' unof the se ide is 'cot-i6istent
with the federal leislat and meets. eir
needs: GAO fOund, howeve that sevena other
issues de§erve'attbntion*.-

. /
While 29 states set aside ss tO1r51 per'Cent
of their gvants, 19 states et as' e the full.*
'29 percent that is allowed. A tlecce.age of
5.pereene would formalize w at the average
state-does, but the 19 st t s that sdt.a'Side
-the maximum might be nega i ely affected.
/Letting'the states make v 1 ntarif reductions
would appear to Conform it the le9is'lative
intention of giving the t. es flexibility in
their decisionmaking. ( 51)

).

:The states vary greatlyi the types of
activitieg that they f nd with the s4k-aside,
particularly with the dir ct and support

ate
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. ' sertiie money. Therefore, if the Congre,ss wants
,.. .,f:

certairl activipties to be, supported by the,,

set -,aside in all states, then more specific
guidance is needed.. Correspondingly, if there
are activities states are funding that the
Congress believes should not be supported by ,

.
the Set-aside, more.specific.direction is also \

needed. (p. p51)
.

t
Mthobgll R directors of the 11 small states

. .
are dissatisfied with the $300,000 cap on
administrative e*pe'nditures, GAO didnot find
that other eVidence, is sufficient to comment
on the merits of raising the cap. However;
'because dissatisfaction among the small states
is widespread, the arguMent that they should
have flexibility in allocating a laiger

' .percentage of funds fdr administrative
purposes is worth' investigating. (p.. 51)

KANTE FOR CONSIDERATION
By THE 'SUBCOMMITTEE

A, matter for consideration by the subcommittee
is the fact that no national' data have been
available for monitoring,or evaluating the set-
aside program.- 'the current regulations do not

ire the states to report even minimal
info mdtion such as the proportion they retain
rom thekr grants and the propc%ptions they use
r adminttation an'd,direct and support
rviceb,'each year. If ,this bagieinforM'ation

w- e available,'it would at least be possible
to track trends in state and local allocations
and tosdeterm4me, among'otherthings; whether
the tates are,:cOntinuIng to make voluntaey
neduc ons 49"the set-aside.

4,
0,

Includin information in the Department
of Educat"Or013,:annual report to the Congress
on Public '1' 94 -142 would provide rratior'al

data that `A e not now available for making
decisions abut. this $250 milliom,prograuf.

,GAO does not eldeve that Collecting and
reporting {this information would add greatly

t the states' it the depart cent's burden.

( p. 51-52.)

GENCY CONMENTS,

Officials of the D rtment-of Education .

r6vieved d draft of this report, and their
oral comments have b en incorporated as

appropriate.. Overall they found the report
.4

,
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to be accurate And agreedwith GAO's
concluding observations. However, in the view-
of these officials, even m4imakly'additional
reliorting provisions fot the set -aside would
likely require statutory or regulatory
changes'.

4
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-CHAPTER 1

EXAMINING THE EFFECT OF T,HE SET-ASIDE.

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975,
. ,Public Law 94-142, established the second largest federal pro-

gram in elementary and secondary education. It is.sulipassOd
only by chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement

, Act of 1981. In fiscal year-1-984, the program wad fundigEwith
slightly more than $1 bMion. Of this, 25 percent, or mo 1.e'c. f
than x$250 millidn, as set aside for allocation byl6the States
while the rest w.as Allowed to flow through directly to local
education agencies._

t

Public Law
.

94-142 mandates a free, appropriaee public
education for every school-aged handicapped child. It is
authorized as part of the Education of tfie Handicapp.e' Act,
as amended (20 U.S. . 1411-1418), which operates as a
state-formula grant program with federal, 'state, and local
responsibilities t fulfill the mandate andkfugOs for these
purposes. The pro ram is administered at 'the Federal leVel by
'the Office' of Special Edbcation 'Programs (OSEP) in the.U.S.
'Department of Education. 1

' if

OSEP indicated that 4,052,576 children were receiving,-.
seevices under this, program on December 1, 1983. The states,
the District "of Columbia; and PUerto Rico received about S25 for
each child in ftscal year 1984.1 Of this amountri$193 was
designated as flow-through and $64 was designated as set - aside..

fh..

The set-aside is the subject of this report. In conducting
an oversight review of Public Law 94-142, the chairman of the
Subcommittee on the Handicapped of the Senate Committee on Labor
and Human Resou ces requested that we provide current evaluative'
information Usef 1 for generalizing about the use and effects of
,funds retained u der the law b state education agencies.. (The

. N .request letter is reprinted in appendix I.) .

11

THE DEFINIWION OF "SET-ASIDE"

_The bulk of the program funds under Public Law 94-142 is
distributed to the states by a formula that is based on their
*child count," or the number,,of handicapped childrenAdentified
and served. Each state, in turn, redistOlbutes at .least 75 per
cent of its .grant as*flow-through" funds to local education
agencies, basing the distribution" on.the number of handicapped
students identified and served by each agency. The remaining
25 percent is "set aside."

1A slightly different funding formula was used for American
Samoa, the Bureau of, Indian Affairs, Guam, North Mariana, the
Trust Territory of the Pacific'Islands, arid -Ohe Virgin Islands.

.1
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lederai legislation and regulations divide the 25-percent
set -ide into two broad categories: (1) adminiStration and (2)
direct and support services. A state may use 5 percent of its
total allhtment (or $.300,000, whichever ip greater) for

administrative.cdsts related to cauleying out its
respondibilities under Public Law 94-142, According to the
ffegplations, these costs may be for administering the annual
program plan and plannibg at the state level; approving,
supervisin4, monitoring, and evaluating the eff,ectiveness of
local programs and projects; providing technical assistance to
local education agengies;uoviding leadership services for
program supervision and tfie management of special education
activities for handicapped children; aid supplying other state
leadership and consultative services.

A

The set-aside 'funds that are npt used for administration
may be used for direct and support services. Direct services
are defined in the regulations as services provided to a :

handicapped gtudent, by the state directly,by contract, or
through other arrangements. SupporE services can. include
implementing a compiehensive system of personnel development,
recruiting and training hearing officers and surrogate parents(
and conducting public information and parent-training activities
related to a free,.appropriate, public education for handicapped

children. The fundd that are not used for administratioRisr
direct and support services go to the local education agercies
as part of the flow - through.

WHY THE SET -ASID WAS ENACTED

Public 1Jaw 94-142 not only indicates a federal presence and
commitment to special education; it also mandates specific
behavior from the-4tate And local education agencies that choose

to participate. The state educatign agencies are treated as

partners and are gi'ven responsibility for insuring the
compliance of local educatioR agencies with the law, disbursing
fdnds,..and overseeing implementation. The local education %

agencies are charged, among their other responsibilities, with
identifying handicapped Students and developing for each child

an individualized education program that includes education in

the least restrictive environment, all special education that is

nefded, and related services.

Before the law was enacted, nearly all the states ha some

mandated special education programs, but few could meet eil the

nets federal re uirefients. Therefore, after the law's passage,

;1

most states h to change their statutes and regulations to

comply with t em. The degree of change on the part of.state and

local education ageRcies that the Congress expected is evidenced

by both the lead time given for implementation.(nearly 34Vears)

and the provision of the set-aside for the state agencies with

the new responsibilities that went along with it. The federal
government required thr-states to submit at a minimum a. plan to

2

1.6
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OSEP once.a year-(currently, every 3 year's), review child coynts
and distribute funds to local agencies, estahliSh and maintain
due proce6s, monitor local agencies for compliance, and provide
themlpith technIcal assistance. These. mandates forced the state
agencies into news roles, particularly the rolesof monitor and
leader./

As the federal government required 'new behavior from theme'
states, the local education agencies looked to them for .guidance
and direction,, The loCal agencies needed assistance in
interpreting certain procedural. requirements of,the law, such'as
that for the'individualizkd education,prcigrams. They needed .,

he'p in identifyihg handicapped studentS "arid increasing the
number of special education_teachers,and. therapists.' They often .

turned.to the state,agenciess for suggestions on implementing:
sp9cific proviSions*of the.,law and:osked the state. agencies to '.

expand a range of state.activitieS,from cpardinting services'in .

sparsely populated areas to lalibyIng the Congxess:
. . .

TheCongress clearlyoacknowledged'the bhanging roles Of the
)

state agencies.. .The amount and distributton of set -aside and
flow-thrbugh funds were debated during the'patsage off Public Law
'94-142. The cgmlitomise that was passed .provided a 50-percent ,

flow-through tolocal districts and up to a.50- percent set -aside

1

for -state use' during the 'first year of operations. After .

the first-year start-up, the amounts changed to thelcurrent
minimum 75-percent flow-through and maximum 25-percent

. .

. .
.

set-aside:' . .
.

.
.-..

The set-aside hap many elements of a block:grant..in the
flexibility that states are allowed _Fdr.determining priorities,

ali in the very modest oversight and_reviA4 required prior to '

expendi.tures, and .in the permission of great variation between,
the states .in actual allocations.. The $250 million of the 1984
set-aside. refLects cangressional,recognition of.the new a0d-e,xten-
si.'ve responsibilities g4ven state agencies under Publj.c flaw 94-142
and congressional accommodation of.the'different need's of tHe. .

states. At issue now is whether the federal,prescription and .

support of §tate roles should shift yet again.

EXISTING INFORMATION,ON THE SET-ASIDE ,

Although Public Law 94-142 has stimulated much discussion
and, research, relatiiely Tittle information has been gathered on
the functions or broad purposes. of the set-aside 'or on the
amount of the set - aside' that the 'states. choose. .to flow through. .

to localtschool districts. The information thatt exists is
largely a, by- product of studies,addressing issues othet than the
set-aside, and the data,.for Oe most part, are based dp small
numbers of states and are not recent. Our discussibns with OSEP
staff and experts in the field and our review of .OSEP reports
and previous eviluations yielded little information on the
set -aside that Is either comprehensive or current.



OSEP administrative

Although OSEP re uires the states to submit 3-year pr gram
plans, these document provide information only on the way the .

states plan to use the set-aside.- There are no details on
actual administrativd, direct And support, or flow-through
expenditures or on the activities that are actually funded.1
Similarly, the states' annual performances reports on the use of
their Public Lan 94 -142 grants do not require data'on. set-aside
expenditures. Although some states provide some expenditure
information, the lack of a standard set of reporting categories_
gives this information limited utility.

Data from natiqna4organizations.

The only nationwide data on the set-aside come from two
surveys conducted by the NNItional Association of State Directors
of Special Education (NASDSE), a ,professional association fuhded
in part' by OSEP. Relying on the states' reports, the first-of
the two surveys,found that 20 states in 1979-80 flowed through
the 75-perCent minimum to local education agencies, 2 flowed
through 1'Q0 percent or more, and 19 flowed through an amount.
between these extremes:2 Nine stakes did not provide.informa-
tibn. NASDSE-also surveyed 9 selected states in 1983 and. found
that 1 state flowed through the minimum 75 ,percent and the 8
others. flowed through more.

Whileit is interesting, NASDSE's 1983 survey does not
permit meaningful comparisons to its earlier and larger effort.
The difficulties include the nonrandom selection of the nine
states in the.1983 sample, the failure of the 1979-80 survey to
ask the states to report the percentag'es of funds retained for
administration and for direct and support services; and,the
risks in interpreting trends, given only twic4 points in time.
Together, the -studies underscore the need for hi4torical data on
the set -aside and suggest that the percehtages that the,States
helve retained have changed.

..,

qprlier evaluations of set-aside uses
oir

Relatively few studies have examined the use
94-142 set-aside funds. Only four are useful for
Ond study examined one state (Arizona) during one
year 1981) and reported that

of Public Law
our purpos
year (fisc

2The states are allowed to carry over unexpended funds from'the
previous fiscal yea,.. The data do not consistently indicate
whether the percentage flow-throughs are based on a single-year
grant or on vatiy'ear grants. See,NASDSE, Report on SEA Use'
of Part S.Discretionary Funds (Washingtqn, D.C.: December
4983). 4
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--80 percent of the state's grant was distributed directly
to local school'districkts;

,

.:---5 percent was retained for administration, primarily for
distributing,and approving applicationf from local
education agencies (which are required for flow-through
funds)- and for monitoring programs; and

a .

-,-15.percent was awarded competitively for programs
, intended to serve handicapped students primarily in rural'

,,

,..

,0,7,-fr-- areas.3

.

The three other, evaluations exSilined of
f

the set-
aside., Each was conducted in nine states. (One o the studies

.

. . - I

did-not reveal which nine states were studied, and in the two
other studies thtdie states were overlapped.) BlaiChkeigt al.

% t,
found .that the states:veried widely An the their use of-Eh& set,-;
aside...A One state, for example, funded statewide Orojects in
technical assistance and in,- service training that provided --k 4

services useful to both the state apd local agencies; andther
state targeted the set- aside to districts with inadequ to sery-

!
ices and long.waiting lists; still other states used.,C e set.-
aside to leverage more state funds.. Nonetheless, the uthors

stascovered that the portion-of the set-asVde used fcr.direct and
.support services was. viewed by stake agency staff as the-"most
significant': Federal contribution to the implementation of
Public Law,94r142. k

0,

4

One of the.studies examined the ways that, the state
,

agencies allocate and manage their Public haw 94,142 awards.5
Wide variation was found in the total percentage of funds
allocated for direct and support services and in the.specific
activities fueded. The most common allocations and activities
(in descending order). were

---grants and contracts to local ectucation agencies and
intermediate educational.units for programs such as
vocational educatIon, 'prescKool education, and
personnel development

'ow

L

o

3Lillian Reed, "Distrfbuticon of Federal Money Within, the
T.ates," Jourza1 of Learning Disabilities, 140A,(19811,

cv,s

4Charles, L. Blaschke et al., P.L. 94-142: A Stud of the
Implementation 'and IMpact at the State Level, vol. 1, Final
Resort Church, Va.: Edmcation Turnkey Systems, hugust
19 :1).

5Margaret A. Ttipmas, State Allocation and(Mana9ement of P.L.
94-142 Funds (Santa konica,'Calif.:- Rand Corp., 1980).

116
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--grants and contra ts to regional centers for
administrative cas "child find" programs, staff
development, technical assistance, and information for
parents; 1

--direct services, including special school tuition and
transportation,.and programs in state-operated
institutions;

--apersonnelidevelopmene sysths; and

--research and development projects.

Explanations of differences In spent:line behavior weA.e found
to include a state's special-education history priipit to ,the .

enactment of Public Law 94-142, standard4operatingpcocedures,
demdgraphy .(population density, for example), politidal climate,
fiscal solvency, and financial goals. ' -

.

:..

°

.

The most recent accounting set-aside funds' comes rom
the 1983 NASDSE survey mentioned ab ve. Sate-directors f

special Rducattion-reported that.funds were "critical" in

--initiating service to special populations,

--expanding service op ions,

--iTproving prog$am quality,.

--supplementing local capacity,
O

--meeting short-term or emergency local needs,. and

--amassing funds for cooperative venture-with other state
agencies.

4

Despite.the variation in the states, most of them used a
significant portion of the direct and support portion of the
set-aside to provide direct qr support services for special
populations (for example, severely handicapped or
multihandicappdU students and infants) and.-technical assistance,
training, and information servi s. hpounts and projects were
specified state-by state, but n expl5nations for differences ih
bdhavior_were offered.

In table 1, we indicate the activities funded by the
set-aside as determined from these four4studies. Caution should
be exercised in using the table, because ,it has been
constructed from our Interpretation of thejstudies, some of
which listed 41, state the activities thatAkach one supported
with the set-aside and some of which fisted only a few anecdotal
examples. Furthermore,-the list in the table is not exhaustive;
we eliminated activities that were fientioned only.once. Thus,
while the table suggests that states are using the set-aside to



Table .1

State Activities Funded
by the Public Law 94-142 Setlridea

Activity
..?

AdministOtidn
Child livid programs
Personnil development
Researck and development .i

Service:3'A° special
populAtions,

Technical assistance
Tuition
VocationallOduc'ation

. ,

.

Blaschkeb tIA$DSEc Reedd Thomase

* * *
*

* *

* * .. *

* .*,
* * *

* *

*

*

J. a* = activity'was mentioned. -

hCharles t. Blaschke et al./P.L. 94-142: A.Study of the Imple-
mentation and Impact at the State Level, vol.' 1, Final Repgrt
(Falls Church, Va.-: Education Turnkey Systems, August 1011. ,

clklASDSE, Report-on SEA Use of Part B Discretionary Funds

4

(washington, D.C.: Ded4iber 1981).
dLillikm Reed, "Distribution of Federal Money' witpin the States,", .1

.Journial of Learhin.1 Disabilitieil 14:6 (19g1410,425-29.
eMargaret A. Thomas, State Allocation andMa004iment of P.L.
94-142 Funds (Santa Monica,, Calif.:' Rand CbOrp., 1980).,.

fund a wide variety of activities,, the need for more definitive
national information is apparent.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY
tor

The chairman of t,1*. Senate Subcommittee on the Handicappe0
asked. up for answers to the following Clues6.6ns on the use and
effects og, the Public Law 94-142 funds that are retained by the
state education agencies:

%

--What functions are the 25-percent set&aside funds
'fulfilling in the service of thisulaw? What activities
support these 'functions?.

--What is the relationship between this 'money apd other
federal and state support for state offices with special-
- education functions? Has this moneybeen used to
supplant other federal or state funds?

. \ .

--What is the probable effect on how state offices of
special education function if the proportion of funds
going to state education agencies 'relative to local
education agencies were shifted?

. I
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Fi9ure 1

Our Evaluation Questions

Questions and sub9uestions Report reference
i . .*i.

1. What functions ar the 25.-perCent Set-
asi4e funds fulfilling in the service
/of - Public Law 94-142?

a. How do states use the administra-
. "tive portion'of the set-aside? j:

b. How-do states use the direct and
support heryices portion of the
set-aside? .. .

c. Who decides what percentage will
be retained and how the set-aside
wile' be used?

d. What is the relationship between
set-aside use and legislative
intent? 1

.
(.

e. to the opinion of interest groups, .Gh. 3, pp. 27-29 -.
what are the set - aside's functions? .re . .-1,

..-':

'
3 .

Ch. 3,-pp. 17-21

Ch. 3, -pp. 21 -24

"313f PP 1 :524-15
r -

U

*4

Ch.. 3"V pp.

.001 :

2. What is the relationship between the
set-aside funds and other federal and
state support_ for state. offices of
special education?

a. What pr4portions 'f stat- budgets
for special education com from
set -aside and from other f deral,
state, and local sources?

b. To what extent do activities und-
ed by the set-aside. depend on
aside funds? .

. Nj
3. What wouldabe,the likely effectof

shifting the allocation of, the set- i

aside?

Ch. 2, p. 14\-,

Ch. 4,

A. What shift has occurred in the 'Ch. 4,
proportion of funds states retain?

?1,4.11,. at are the differences in activ- Ch. 4,
ities funded by states retaining

,
. different proportions of their,

grants? . .

, .

c. What other funding sources support Ch. 4,
actiwities funded with the get -
aside?

pp. 37-41

pp. 31.-,33

pp. 33-37

pp, 37-41

d. According to various groups, how . 4, pp.' 41-47 -

would a shift in the allocation of
the set- aside affect, the. program?

'%;
8 24 4,
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. .

, .

ryAs we show ifigure 1, each of these questidns was divided into
furthet questions. The three main, questions and theirP. ,/
subquesttons provi6d O .---the frameworfor our evaluation and for
this report. . t ,.

4

Design considerations

The study desiga anticipated in the chairffi an's*request'was
one that would consist of case 'studies. in selected .sates:.
Gi'ven the short response "time that was asked for and( the concern ,

for considerable detail on how programs function, the rich data
that case studies provide seemed the appropriate-approach.
There was a Rotel-alai difficulty, however', in that vie might .riot

.

'be able to select a reprbsentative group of 'states, because of
. such things as the unavailability of data and extreme variation

in the states. As vie noted above,.Otir .preliminary analysis
indicated that the available data a-re old (and therefore 0-.
unlikely to reflect currently evolvihg changes .in the program),-,.... i

that state agencyvpraptices are highly variedo that wfiat
information there /is is idcomplete (there are no data us ul for
generalization on' all issues, variables, or states), a that
the'available-Phfortlation is only marginally useful for
addressing our 'valuation questions.

.

.
4 os4o t

r
a

t . . .

These con, lusions wete reinforced laS, our own, preliminary
data' collectisary efforts in 11 states. Data were collected
on-site in structured interviews with chief state School
pfficers, state directors of special educatift, and the
coordinator.of funds for the Education of the H#ndicapped Act
and from state documents and reporti. The information we
collected indicates that' these*isting .data for selecting states
to study are outdated. Morebver, we found that the states vary

on a number of dimensions, iAcludirt9 restrictions and the
use-they make of ,ale set-aAide money and the relative. federal,
.state, ':and local shares. of/special education I:midgets. It became-.
clear to us, therefore, that the case study approach would not
provide information useful for generalizations and that a.

multimethod data collection,strategy would be necessary.

Finilly; it( wag clear early in the project that even a
multimethod approach o ld not allow us to answer, in the time
available to us, the c irman's question abdut the supplanting
of fundg. Addressing t is issue would have required trend data
on state expenditures o all-budget categories,,not just
education br special education,'a requirement we could not meet
rapidly. Further, since the proUbition'againstsupplantfng
does not apply to the states' use of the set-asifle, it was
decided in conversations with the subcommittee etaff that the
supplanting question was of less interest than originally
thought. Another, related issue that we did not address is the
federal requirement that they states match seti-aside funds for
direct and support services with other money. Finally, we
discovered that gathering the deeailed information Off
alternative funding sources necessary to study the relationship

9
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between the set-aside and thete:spurces would.
Aifficult. 'therefore, while we,,examined thi6 q
so largery in the context of the availability
event of a set-aside shift.

Data collection strategies
. ,

We .collected information to, 'answer.theiremain ng study
questions in three ways. We conducted .a 'national t lephone
survey of state .offices of special education, and w- interviewed

officials, local educators, tnd special, int est" a

groups. We also made on-site visits to selected states.
.

National'telephone survey

To ,gather comprehensive-nationwide data, pertine t'to the
tudy questions, we'conducted a'national telephone durvey of

state directors of special education) except those wh
desilhated others to respond, and state Eiscaligto.f4lceA. .41.1.50:14
states except-New Mexico (which. did not participate i Public.
Lal..) 94-142 in 1980-83) and Hawaii and' the District of Co is (in.

4 both of which the state education'agenCy and the laca eduCa ion,

agencI are the same participated in th4 survey. .We collecte
background and pol y information from each.Of'the 48 state
directors during structu ed telephone interview of 1-0/2 to 2

hOrsi To collect financ al information, we hack earlier mailed
datiCsummary sheets That specified the information we would be
requesting in the telep one contact. Then We interviewed the

of the 4.8 state offices'of special

very
estion, we did
funds. the

a

ft

4

*fiscal officers for eao't
education in an interview lasting about 1 hoer.

To make the telephone survey as accurate as
used several procedures. We devised data'colleC
that wound enable all the-interviewers to ask t
ttructured questions. To increase stifil Furth
that different data collectors using the tame inst
obtain the same results, we trained staff members

ossible, we
Lon instruments

ame set .of
e likelihood
ment would
interviewing

techniquet, assigned them randomly to the statds, and collected the
data over a short time period (approximately 3 weeks). We
made follow-up calls as necessary to clarify responses.

Interviews

For a fede al perspective, we interviewed the current
director and al four former directors of OSEP. ..We questioned
these officials about the background, functions, and uses of
fundi from the tet-aside'and about what might result from a
shift in the relative percentages of flow - through sand set-aside

Rinds.

r

Because wet wanted to learn educators'-Views.on the set-
aside, we interviewed eight national representatives of
educators' groups: the American Associatidn of School

u.

10
4
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t,' ,::

0 \ .f.
I0 4

\,.

1Ai ,ltors' the\4mer sCan.Federa on of Teachers, the Council for
AdministratorS in ecigl: Ed ationf,the Council of Chief State
School Of, pcerso. the, uncil for Exceptional Children, the .

Natiohal A4sociatio o State'440, 4rds of Educattion, the National
lkssomation of State irectiprs-;ot'Special Education, and the
Natlorial School,Bgards Association. These groups are not .

4' .statistical).5t.relaresentatiof all special-interest groups in
J. .

: 'education, nor do. hey necesSarily represent the views of allN
''parents or children rights advocatft However,-each grodp has
abeen at 'the. foreftbn of the discussion of issues involving the
,-Special:eddcWon'of handicapped children.

6 . . a
'Site visits t

. ,

. . / ,
:

The ttard part Of our data collection strategy involved
bnrsite'visits,t6 offices of special education in three states,
following the completion of the national telephone survey. By

'visiting. these offices, we hoped toanievp.a number of
objectives. First, we believed that the possibility of an

"on-site follow-up visit would help eli'cjt acc4rate responses to .

,. II,. Our telephone survey. Second, we hoped to examine state and
7' lOgsl,historical records.on the fpnctions and activities funded

by he set-aside. Finally, on-site visits would allow us to
verify selected responses from the telephone surveyy examining
current records. That is, they would allow us to assess which'
'questionnaire items, if any, were unreliable and to identify the
reasons for discrepancies between phone and on-site.responses.

. . W
We visited Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma. We selected

these states randomly from the states that had already completed
the telephone survey at the time*our staff was scheduling ths
series ot,site,visits. Two-person teams visited each 'state 'Tor
4 to day.. Each team identified the .existence of individual
grants and verified selected responses from the telephone .

survey. The document they examined included, among others,
records of individual awards made under the direct and support
service provision of the set - aside, administrative expenditure
reports, published and internal budgets, minutes of state board
meetings, and annual reports.

Overall, the results .of our state on-site visits give us
confidence in 'the financial estimates and other responses we

t

'received during the.. national telephone survey.
tocOncernedVost with verifying state responses to our survey

questions about allocations ffom the set-aside forqthe 1984.
state fiscal year (geherally July 1', 1983, to June 30, 1984).
Almost all the items selected for documentary verification ,

produced findings similar to what' we learned in the. telephone
survey. 'As described below, the few problemq we encountered in
the on-site data stemmed from the difficulty of tracing specific
reports of specific expenditures to specific awards. Moreover,
we could not track .expenditures from the set-aside for fiscal
years 1978-83 in thetime available on-site..

27



/While we were on-site, we also made contact with three
local education agencies in elch of the three states. We ,

calculated how much money would go to each agency if the
set-aside were decreased to a hypothetical 10 percent. Then we
interviewed local directors of special education o find out
what the effect of having these additional dollar would be.

We ampled an urban, a suburban, and a rural lNkl edu-
cation agency in each of the three states. To define urilan,
suburban, and rural areas, we, etamined*county census data, and
then we selected counties randomly within the three groupings.
The state directors of special education in each of the three
states nominated a local agenCy from the counties we specified,
at least one of which was receiving funds from the set.-aside.
(See appendix II for, a list' of the nine local education agencies
in the sample..) The information provided by the local
respondents was useful, but because the sample was so small and
was not selected randomly, we cannot generalize' from that
information to all local agenciesgor even to local agencies in.
the states we visited.

Difficulties in collecting financial data

In collecting financial information, we found two major
difficulties. First, the reporting requirements for the
set-aside do not mandate that the states use A uniform set of

u reporting categories to describe how they plan to'or actually do
use these funds. Alt1ough the triennial state plans must
describe the number and type of iadminfbtrattve positions and
each, administrative and direct and support service activity to
be funded with set-aside money, tlib states are allowed to
,provide .this information in their. own descriptive categories,and
In narrative form. In their annual performance reports on the
use of their PUblic Law 94-142 grants, the states are not

. required to report the percentage of a grant that they retain or
the percentages they use for administration and 'direct and

'support services; they are also not required to,list their
t al expenditures for activities according to a standard set

of categories or even their own descriptors.

Therefore,0 not larthe states kept the records that would
have provided us with 'the detailed expenditure infortation in
the categories that 'we needed it in. For example, one state
cduld not identify what activities it supported with tV,61.-
administrative portion of the set-aside, and six' otherfstates
could not identify expenditures for all administrative
categories. Seven states could not pkovide Anformation on their
expenditures in the categories ofylirect and support services

.that we asked about.

Our second major problem- collecting financial data was
in identifying the allocation of nds for a specific award
year. The states have up to 27 mo the from the date,of a grant
to 'obligate the funds. Thus, budg tary data may overlap two or
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. '

more grant years; for'')xample, a state may reserve a portion of
a current cset--aside to be carried ovet into the following year.
For the most partv'the respondents to our survey could not -

distinguish between the different allotments. Therefore, we..
studied only the use of set-aside money in the 1984 state fiscal
year (July 1, 1983, to. June 30, 1984), not the use of the
federal 1984 fiscal year allocation.

Because oethese two problems, the financial information
pre rated in this report should be 'interpreted as estimates, not
precise figures. The review was performed in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing .standards.

The olganization ot this repot

As we illustrate in figure 1, we answer question 2 in
.chapter 2, presenting the complex funding context in which the
set-aside operates. In chapter 3, we report our findings on the
functions that the set-aside serves and on) how the states' use
the set-aside, as requested in study gulation 1. We address the
third study q estion in chapter 4, examining the potential
effect of a sh ft in funds from flow-through to set-aside and
presenting our indings on the changing role of the set-aside,
current diffe ces in the states, and the opinions of various
interests such shifts. In chapter 5, we summarize our
finding and present some conclusions,'a matter for considera-
tion by tie subcommittee, and agency comments.

dit
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CHAPTER 2

. AN 0VgRVIEW OF THE SET-ASIDE AND TOTAL

STATE SPECIAL EDUCATION FUNDING
0

In reviewing the Public Law 94-142 state set-aside, we
began by looking at the set-aside in the context of all state

, funding for special education. This chapter provtdes'that
perspective. We'show that the largest proportion of state

..special education budgets comes from state and local funds, not
federal dollars. We also describe theApercentage of the
set-aside that the .states retain, showing that most states keep
less than the maximum allowed.

THE SET-ASIDE AND STATE EDUCATION
BUDGETS

In the 1984 state fiscal year, the federal contribution to
state special education budgets was relatively small. Twelve
percent oCthe average state's special education budget came
from federal sources whilieLthe remaining 88 percent came ft'om
state and'local dollars.11PThe highest proportion that was
reported for federal dollars was 33 percent. The lowest was
4 percent. (These are rough estimates. because it was difficult
for the states to identify local contributions precisely.)

The Public Law 94-142i-set-aside constituted less than
0.3 percent of the average state's elementary and.secopdary
education budget and only about 3 percent of its special
education budget for 1984. (This information is presented by
state in appendix III.) In short, federal funds in general and
the set-aside .Ln particular are but a small piece of all the
funds going tcy :s. tate special education.

HO TUE SET-ASIDE IS DISTRIBUTED

States may retain, or set aside, up to 25 percent of their
P blic Law 94-142 grants. They must distribute the remaining
7 percent of their grants as direct flow-through to local
ucation agencies. During 1984, the majority of the states did

n retain the full 25 percent that they were allowed.
Twenty-nine states, or about°60 percent, kept less than
25 percent, as we show in table 2. The average state retoine4
about '20 percent of its award. The smallest,amount that as
retained was 7 percent.

A . %

1Throughout this report, information for the "av rage state"
describes the average (mean) figure for all std es responding
to our requests for data. "Fiscal year" refers o the state
fiscal year unless noted othefrwise.
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A, Table 2
.

..

The Distribution of .the Set-Aside by State Size
(084 State Fiscal Yeara

Small
Percentage retained n . %

NQ. of states reporting 11 100

For direct and support
services

Less than 20%
20%

Total
Legs than 25% 5 45
25% 6 55

For administration.
Less than 5% 0 0

5% 0 0

More than 5% 11 100

11 100
0 _ 0

States
Large All

n % N n, '%

37 100 48 00

24 65, 79 60
13 35 19 40

..,

6 16 6 42 .
31 84 31 65 4-
0 0 11 23 N

24 4rL5 - 35 73
13 35' 13 27

aPercents are roiled td` the nearest .percent.

In general, the states can retaip up to 5 percept of their
grants for adminikitration. But a grant of less than $6 million
makes a state eligTX1e for allocating more than 5 percent (or up
to $300,000) for this purpose.. Eleven states were in this
category in 1484: Alaska, Delaware, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Ney
Hampshire, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota,. Vermont, (
and Wyoming. These states are commonly teferred to as "small"
states because their grants, which are based on the number of
handicappe4 children being served in the state, are smaller than
grants in other states.

Table 2. shows also that 42 state* retained the maximum
allowed for administration in'1984. Only 6 states, all of
them "large," retained less than the 5!percent allowed under
law. The,minimum amount that was retained was 3 percent.

the

Set-aside funds that ate not allocated for administrgion
may be used the states for direct and support'sfrvices.
Thirty-fiv states, or nearly three quarters of thec48, retained
less tha 20 percent of their awards for this purpose. This
finding holds true for the 11 small states and 24, Or
.65 percent, of the large states. In North Dakota, none of the
set-aside was retained for direct and support serviees-because
this state funds these services, solely on its own.

15 31



If we look at Ehe total set-aside picture for the average
'state in 1984, we find that the average state retained
approximately 20 percent of its Pqblic lqw 947)42 award. It
used about 6 percent for administration a fiqbre that applies
also to the small states) and about 14 percent for direct and
support services'. Thus, the average state retained the maximum
for Administration but kept less than it could have'for direct
and support services, flowing through mores than was required to
local educatioh agencies. (The set-aside distribution for each
state is presented in appendix IV..)

SOMARY

InA984, most of the states retained from theit Public Law'
94-142 grants the maximum percentage allowed for administration;
only 6 sties kept less than the 5- percent maximum. In contrast,
nearly three quarters of the states kept less than 20 percent
for direct and support services.' In total, the majority
of the states retained, or set aside, a smaller percentage ,of.
the* awards than they were allowed. Moreover, what they did
retain represented only about 3 percent of alb the funds going
to specN1 education in the average state. The majority of
state speoial'education funding came from state and local
contributions.

16
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'CHAPTERI3k

SET -ASIDE ACTIVITIJS AND FUNCTIONS,

While the activities that the states fund with -their
.set-asides vary, frbm sbate to 'state, the funds are being used as
the Congress intended.. From the.perspective. of state directors
o'f special education add reprbsentatives of education-interest
groups, 'the set-aside is helping to insure a free and Ae
appropriate public education for handicapped students.

. .

HOW THE SET-ASIDE IS BEING USED ,

The states vary in the activi,ties they ,Fund and in the
proportions of the set-aside they use4or administrative.
.purposes and for direct and support services. There are more
similarities for the administrative portion of .the. set -ride
than .for the portio that can be used for direct and support
services.

4
Administrative activities

We asked state offices of special education to list the s)
types, of personnel that they had funded with the administrative
portiOn.of thei set-aside. liven the reports from 47 state
'offices, it'swears-that all the states.usel,set-aside funds,for s.

personnel in department' operations.1 These' personnel include
administrators (some of whom also administer

c,other
fede 01/'

programs for the handicapped), supervisors, compliance -; 4nitors,
plannerd, researchers, and evaluators. People who coordin5te .

the state special education program-with other state agencies,
local education agencies, private schools, and other states are
included in this 'category. Each-ofithe.47 states also uses the

:administrative set-aside for support personnel--secretaries,
s clerks, editors, data processors, and so on.- Other personnel

categories widely supported by the set-,aside arein program
operations (31 states),,fiscal-managemOntA32 states), legal and
procedural operations (29 states), and consultants in profes-
sional development(23 states).. The administrative categories
for which set-asift funds are used are, shown in ..table 3 on the
next page. .

,

(

Program o rations pei.spnel include consultants who ate
experts on spec fic handicapping conditions or on specific
populations (f example', preschool children and handicapped
people with limited English-speaking skills), the staff-members
of resource canters, and other specialists. dike psychologists
ansi psychomet0.cians. Fiscal-management perdOnnel include
accounEants, ritors, and book146pers., The legal a

1

1As we mentioned in chapter 1, one state could not deAcribe the,
administrative activities it funded with the'setaside. r.
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Table 3

The Personnel and Otihex.Administrative Categbries That States Funded
from the Administrative portion of the)SeAside

States
.funding
categorya

.Category

% of each state's
administrative set-asideb
Highest Lowest Average

Department operations. 47 .100 62 1 26
Support. personnel 47 100 24 1'2

Program operations 33 0 58 d 16
Fiscal management 32 68 24 1

Legal and procedural 29 62 .20 1 6
'operations

Operating expenses. 25 3 43 3 0 17
Capital equipment 24 511 27

d
3

Professional development 23 9 1 6

consultants
Other, nonpersonrtel 21 45 26 1 11

Travel 17 36 33 1 9

Other, personnel 13 28 25 2 11

Fringe benefits 12 26 19 5 10
Indirect cos is

'Advisory paEl
11

3

23
6

25
1

, 1 14
1

Unexpended funds remaining 4 10 51 7 25
-Carryover 4 10 84 40 60

Average
all statesc

9

1

3

5

3

3

3

2

7

aBased on reports from 47 statesi- some'personnel categories were coded after the
fact from respondents' descriptions; rounded to the nearest percent.'

bRounded to the nearest percent.
CRased on tepOrts from 41-47 states, depending on'the Category; rounded to the
nearest percent. ,

d0.5 percent orless.
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Table 4.
.

Types of Staii-That Spiteq ded'
from the Adminisbrative Port on .v

.of the Set-Asidea
ti

TotFstaft fungbd.

!
: 1

-

28

9

Staff n

Support'personnel 387
Department operations 345'
Program Operations 194
Fiscal management ""ftioft. 113
Professional development 66
consultanti

Legal and' procedur..42L 61
operations

. Other 63

Total 1e229

5

99

agased on reports from 46-47
on the.categorry. Percents, are rou ed to the
nearest percent.

procedural operations staff, who deal with due process and
complaint management, generally. include attorneys and hearing
officers: ProfessiOpe-development consultants inciudystaff
who are engaged in-the certification of teachers and staff who
develop the states' pl4t's for a comprehensiie system of
personnelpdevelopment.1 In a1111, the states nationwide-used
admInisratis./e set-aside fUnds to support, at least in part,
more than 1,200 staff members in state education agehcies, as we
show in table 4.

The set:-aside also pays for other administrative costs.
These include travel, indirect expenses, operating expenses,
fringe benefits, capital equipment, and expenses associated with
the state advisory panels that are provided for in.Public Law
941-142. Four states reported hdving administrative rt-astde

400

2These plans are'required by federal regulations (34 C.F,R.
300.380) and must include procedures for assessing staff needs;
providing in-service training, identifying and disseminating
information about promising practices, and providing pvaluation
and technical assistance to schools. The funds are targeted to-
-parents, teachers, and administrators who work with handicapped
children.

) 41"
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money still remaining to be spent, and another four stat had
funds that they had carried over from previous years (see table
3).

0

Which of these 'categories accountsfor the largest
percentage of set-aside funds? To answer this question, we
analyzed administrative expenditures state 'by state and then
summarized the,administrative set-aside money in each category
for all the statesv The state7by-state analysis showed thatithe

414 , average state used 26 percent of its administrative set-aside
for staff in department operations, 12 percent for support
personnel, and 11 percent for staff in program'operations; (As
we have noted in table'3, these figures are for all the states
that reported, including those that do not support particular
categories win- the set-aside.)f Moreover, from the summarized-

% .or, total furi'ding analysisr,reflected in table'''; we determined
that these three categories accounted for a substantial pOrtion
of the $47,77f,000 set-aside reportedly spent bS*all the states
for administrative purposes during 1984. Twenty-two
percent of this amount was used for personneOln department
operationS, 12 percent tor,personnel in program operations, and
11 percent for support personnel.

Table 5

State Expenditures from the Administrative
Portion of the Set - Aside, by Categorya

Category Total $
% of all

administrative $

Department operations 10,646,000 22
Program operations 5,898,000 12
Support personnel 5,442,000 11

Operating expenses 3,638,000 8

Other activities 3,442,000 7 /
Fiscal management

.

Carryover
21339,000
6,134,000 1

5

13

Other accounting for 10,237,000 ( 21

less than 5%
.

0 /

Total 47,776,000 99

aAll categories but one account for 5 percent or more
of the total.set-askie dollars states spent. for admin-
istrative purposes 7% fiscal year 1984. Dollars are
rounded to the nearest $1,d00, percents to'the nearest
percent.
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As can be seen in these tables, 4e also Mind considerable
differences in the prolibrt on of administrative set-asilp funds
that the states use.for.th same activity. For example, one
,state spent only 1 percent of its administrative set-aside
dollars on department operations, while another used 62 percent
for this purpose. One state Lyikad 27 percent of its
administrative set-aside for capital equipment, while the
average state spent only V percent for-this purpose. Similar
examples can be found for other categories reported in table 3.,

direct and support services

The activity most frequently funded from the direct and
support portion of the set-aside is personnel development.
Specifically, the states use set-aside funds to implement their
comprehensive systems, of personnel develppment, by which states
assess their training'needs and'provide training and technical
assistance to staff 'and parents at the local lei/el. Thirtytwo
states, or more than three quarters of the 41 states describing
their direct and. support services, used the set-aside for this

purpose.. .4

Other activities frequently supported by th-e direct and
support. portion of the set-aside are the development of model
programs (24 states, or -59 percent of those responding), the .

developmen't of materials (20 states, or 49 percent)', and the
support 6f vocational programs (19 states, or 116..gercent).

Nineteen states, of 46 percent of those responding, also used
the set-aside to support advisory panels.

Somewhat less than 45 percent of the tespondent states fund
quite a variety of other activities as well. These include
"related services," or support services required to help
handicapped children benefit from special education (18 states4;
research and evaluation (U -states); residential placement (15
states); assessment centell-(15 states); interagency
coordination (15 states);'state awl regional programs for

children with low-incidence handicaps and direct. services for
children with specific handicaps (13 states); "child find"
services (12 states); the training of. parents (12 states); the

training and recruitment of hearing officers.(11 states);
preschool programs (10 states)1 summer programs (9 Astates);

procedural safeguards (8 states); programs for infants (6
states); data processing or management information system
iTplementation (3. states); technology for the handicapped (3,
slates); and transportation (2 states).

To detervine the level of support for each of these
activities, we looked again at direct and support service
set-asoide dollars state by state and in the nation as a whole.
(See tables 6 and 7 'on the following pageti.) Both analyses
showed that the following categories are the most heavily
supported by the direct and suppor0 Service portion of the

get-aside,:
P
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Ditect and Support Services That States Funded with the Set-Asidea*

Service

Comprehensive system bf
personnel development

Model programs
Materials development
Advisory panel
Vocational programs
Re ted services
Rese ch and evaluation

Assessme t centers
Residen kal placembnt

Interage y coordination

ining ``

Child fi
Parent

.

Recruitm nt and training

Prescho programs
of hea ing officers

Summer ..: ograms
Proce ra safeguardA
Infa programs

portation
Ot activitiesd
maining to be spent ,

Carryover

States funding % of each state's ditect'and
service . support service set-aside Average %

n % .Highest Lowest Average all statesb

32
.

24
.20

19,

1

18

17
15

15
15

12

12

11 .

10

9

8

6

2

26
6

5.

)t

78

59
4S
46
46
44
41

37
.37
37
29
29
27.

24
22
20
15

5

63
15

12

47

80
24
2

21

51.

43
99
80
55
43
34
12"

22
21

08
. 7

.',1 .'

94
89
80

,

...

'.

.

c

1

c

c
c
1

c,

1

c.

1

c
1

c

c

1

c

c
.2

2

2

6

/-

17

16
5

1

6

14

7

25
23
12
9

, 6

2

7

8
4

3.

13
35
38

28

a

13

9
2

0

3
6

. 3

9
8
4

2

2

1

2

2

1

c

1

22
-6

3

aBased on reports from 4 states; excludes 1 state that didnot use set-aside'funds for
'direct and support sere ces.and 6 states that did not-proVide information; rounded to the
nearest percent.
bBased pn reports from 0 states; rounded-to thecnearest percent.
'c0.5 percent or less.
dStatewide and regional low-incidence programs and direct serVicesitfor specific handicaps
(13 states,. 12 percent), ADP/MIS implementation (1. states, 7.3 percent), technology for
the handrcapped (3 states, 7.3 percent), miscellaneous (7 states, 17 percent).

.
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Table 7

State Ex enditures from the Direct and Su ort Sertri es
Port on of t e Set-As el. yategory

Category

5%

Total $

Comprehensive system of personnel
development

Related services
Residential placement
Model programs

'..Interagency coordination
Assessment centers
Carryover . -

Other accounting for less than

15,210;1000
/

12,065,000
11,912,000
7,740,000
5,665,000
5,531,000
9,025,000
55,511,000

Total 122,659,000

% of all direct
and support $

12 .

10

10
6

5

5

7

45

100

aAll categories but one account for 5 percent or more of the
total set-Aside dollars states spbnt for direct and support
services in fiscal year 1984. Dollars are roundedto the
nearest $1,000, percemts'to the nearest percent.

-

--comprehensive sys ems of personnel development. 'The
average state sp t 13 percent of its direct and support
service set-asid dollars for this purpose (the average
includes states t at do not use set-aside funds for this
'purpose), and this category accounted for 12 percent of .

the $122,659,000 in set-aside expenditures fpr direct and
support services in 1984.

*residential placement. The federal regulations specify
that if providing special education to a handicapped
child requires-a residential placement, this service must
be provided at no cost to the child's parents. For the
15 states spending some set-aside money tor thiS purpose,
the relative coat was substantial; on the average,
residential placements accounted for one quarter of all
their direct and support service set-aside expenditures.
Looking at all the responding states, such placements
Consumed 9 percent of the average state's direct and
support. service set-aside dollar's for 1984 and 10 percent
of the total dollars nationwide.

--model programs. Model programs are innovative programs
.whose practices are worth making known to others,
Examples include preschool summer and secondary special
education programs. The state average for this category

3 9



was 9 percent, and the category's, share of the total was
6 percent.

--related services. _Related services 'may consist of
transportation and'developmental, corrective, and other
support services required to help .a handicapped child
benefit from special education. Speech pathology,
audiology, psychological services, counseling, physical
and occupational therapy, recreation, social work, and
health services dWe included. While this category
accounted for only 6 percent of the average state's
direct and support service set-aside dollars, it
accounted for 10 percent ofall set-aside dollars spent
nationwide on direct and support services.

--assessment centers. The 15 states funding such centers
wfth the set-aside spent on the average nearly one quarter
of their direct and support service set-aside money for this
purpose. For all the states, this category accounted for
8 percent of the average set-aside expenditures for direct
and support services and 5 percent of the nationwide total.

We found that set -aside dollars from previous years were
included in five states' direct and support service expenditures
for 1984 and that six states had not yet fully allocated direct

r and support service set-aside funds for 1984 to specific'
categories (se* table 6).

Further, as with administrative activities, our analysis
showed great variation among the states'not only in the
activities they funded but also in the level of support they
gave to direct and support services. For example, one state
spent nearly all the direct and support service portion of its
set-aside on residential placements while other states sOnt no
set-aside funds for this purpose. One state spent 80 percent of
its direct and support set-aside for thodel programs while the
average state spent 9 percent. Other examples are evident in
table 6. Thus, the overall picture is one in which the states
seem to have used the flexibility allowed by the legislation to
make many different choices about using direct and support
service seb-aside dollars.

lr

Decisionmaking for set -aside activities

Although the states fund a variety of activities with the
set-aside, making the decision about how much money will be
retained'and how it will be spent is remarkably similar f6com
.state to ate, especially for the administrative portiOn.
Forty-twO s report placing no legal restrictions on the-use
of admini ve set-aside funds, and more than 90 percent of
the,45 tate responding to our questions reported that the
state ed cation agency dedides or help's decide what dollar .

amount o the administrative portr,-to retain and how to spend

24
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it. Eighteen states, or 40 percent of those answering the
question, reported that other state agencies also help with

D

the decision of how money to retain. '.

F
ID

As with the administrative set-aside, most of the
states .(39) have placed no i'estrictionsdon their use of direcee

(0 and pport service set-aside fudds. However, the partial-
pants in the decisions about these funds are somewhat different.
The state education agepcy dominates, but other state agencies,
and the public also take a. significant part in some

.'states,

THE FUNCTIONS THAT THE SET-ASIDE. .

. SERVES

.. a

4.

4

To find-Out what functions oe general purposes the various
.activities serve,., we grouped the activities that the states had4

deticribed for 'us accordinj to the broad uses of theset-aside
'. that are specifi federal regulations. Then' we asked

the state directors of special education to identify the
purposes they thought were being served by the set-aside
activit4es in their states. Finally, we interviewed federal
officials and representatives..pf special-education interest
groups. We found that setA.aside.activities are not only
j

are, not
the broad putpbses that are oub1inein the federal

regdlatians tot are also serving more specific functions that
are important in the perspective of state directors of
education, federal officials, and others with direct interests
in educatiottfor the handicapped.

The activities set forth .

'in the federal regulations
.

'The ConZgress intended, that the set-aside be used both to
cover the costs of administeridg the law and to give the states
flexibilit y. in meeting theiruneeds. According to the
regulations for Public Law 94-1.42, the'administrative portion of
the set-aside .may cover the hosts of state planning And
administering' the ahnual program plan; approving, supervising,
monitoring, And evaluating the effectiveness of local programs
and projects giving teohnical assistance to local education
agencies; and providing leadership for program supervision, the
anagement of.spedial education activities, consultative

:::...services, and the like. The remainder may be used for providing
services directly to handicapped children or'by contract or
other arrangements and for providing other support services that

. include .
,

0
,

"implementing the comprehensive system of personnel de4elop-
ment . . . recruitment and training of hearing officers and
surrogate"parents, and public information, and parent training
aciivitiesprelating to a free appropriate public education
for handicapped children." (34 C.P.R. 300.370(b)(2))



Figure 2

How Set-Aside Activities Serve Functions Specified
in the Federal Regulations

Function Activity
14

1. Administration of
the annual program
plan and planqng
at the state level

2. Approval, super-
vision,. monitoring,
and evaluation of
local programs and'
projects'

.1

C

Fund personnel qpr department operations (compli-
ce monitoring, administration, aupervisipn,
ool coordination, research, evaluatiop)

4
Support operations (clerical and program

personnel)
Program operations (consultants, resource center
Staff, population experts, other ,

specialists)
Legal and procedural functiAs due process spe-

cialists, attorneys, complaint nagers,
hearing officers)

Professional development (comprehensive systems
of personnel development, teacher-certification
speCtalists)

Other (technicalqassistance, 'parent training, and
costs for travel, fringe benefits, indirect and
operating expenses, advisory panels; capital
equipment) 0

3. Assistance in plan- Plan and evaluate programs and projects
icing prolgram6 and Disseminate information !

projects

4. Technical assistapce Develop materials
to local education Demonstrate use,of new technology
agencies Provide technical assists ce to specific programs

and populations and fort identifying and
evaluating children

5. Leadership and
consultative
services

6. Support services

40!

.*.;

7. Direct services to
a handicapped
child by the
state directly, by
,contract, or by
other arrangements

Coordinate states and agencies
Fund or develop model programs and agencies and

innovations
Research and evaluation
Disseminate information. and models

Fund comprehensive systems of personnel
development

Fund in-service training, officer trai
recruiting, and parent training

FUnd advisory panels, materials devel
enhancement

Operate empaneted programs (Vocational, sch.q.
work, infant, preschool, summerresideniial
placement)

Provide low-incidence specific-handicip serVices.
(consultants, regional or state centers, direct
services, equipment)

Operate "child find" prograMs

26
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The federal regulations break these functions into the
seven that are shown in figure 2, which also shows that the
set-aside activities described by the states cut across several,
of these categories. An example is the program-planning
function of the administrative portion of the set-aside
(function 1 in the figure). Funcling a consultant for ring-
impaired chtldren might fulfill this function. The co ultant
might help a teacher, plan a deaf chila's individual educational
program and might also Arrange for more direct services for the
child and for services to support a computer 'component of the
child's educational program. Thus, planning, technical
assistance, and some direct and support services might be
intertwined or indistinguishable and in fact frequently. are.
Figure 2 is intended to show that despite the'fact that some
activities can support mare than one function, the activities .

that the states fund w6ith the set-aside are consistent with 'the
congressional purposes.

Functions is the opinions of state P

directors of special education

State director's of special education are at the center of
special education services. They are the contact point for
federal communication with the states. They make state and
local needs known to the federal government and share
information with one another, both through their organization,
the National Association of State Directors of Special
Education,, and more directly.'

We asked state directors to deStrihre the general functions
that their state set-aside activities serve. and grouped tbeir
responses into categories. The most frequent response (given'by
23 directors, or 54 percent of the 43who answered) was the ver4
general one off, insuring a free and appropriate public education
for handicapped children. The more specific answers were more
informative.

-- Monitoring for compliance was mentioned by 19 state
directors, or 44 petcent of those responding.

--Filling gaps e,and crisis intervention are importan
according to 12.respondents, or 28 pei'cent of those
answering. These activities include dealing with
emerwcy situations, such as the sudden appearance
midway through aschool year in a rural district of a
severely handicapped child; making direct, support, and
assessment services and'on-going monitoring activities
available throughout a state; rectifying deficiencieh in
a district's programs; giving financial assistance for
students for whom costs are high; and Aeveloping model
programs for specific populations.

--Insuring due process, handling domplaints", and ,training
ansetrecracjaI.ofticers made up another category
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that was mentioned by 10. respondent ,'or about 23 percent
of the states.

--State leadership was mentioned by 9 respondents, about
21 percent of those we talked to. 'The comments on their
questionnaires mentioned general roles in across-the-
board administration of the law, targeting priority
areas, and: financially shoring up wealOspots An local
education agencies. The respondents listed very specific
activities that exemplify these roles, such as developing
model programs and operating statewide and regional
professional service centers. They also mentioned state
leadership in-coordination, in transferring children from

.Anstitutions to the community, and in establishing
outreach and dissemination activities for programs for
the deaf '"and blind. Program evaluation, the professional
development of teachers, and responding to the needs of
the children with severe physical handicaps were also
mentioned.

Somewhat less than 20 percent of the state directors
said that their funds were spent fort, among.other.things,
serving special populations (such as preschool children who are
handicapped and the hearing impaired and emotionally
disturbed), developing innovative programse; planning-and
,evaluating programs, providing technical assistance,
coordinating services, expanding local. services, and providing
personnel training and development),

Functions in the opinion of.federaik.
officials and tpecial interest groups.

W interviewed.five federal officials and eight
representatives of special interest groups, The federq,l
officials were past and present directors and key staff of
OSEP. :The others were representatives of the American
Associatioh of School Administrators, the American Federation.of
Teachers, the Council for Administrators of Special Education,
the Council of Chief Stitte School Officers, the Council for
Exceptional Children, the NattonAl4ssociation of State Boards
of Education, the National Association for State Directors of
Special education, and the National School Boards Association.

On a five-point scale from least to extremely important,
two set-aside purposes were rated "extremely important" the most
frequently (50 percent of the respondents): (1)4giving state
education agencies the ability to improve the quality of
educational programs for the handicapped and (2) bringing local
education agencies up to required standards by expandingthe
services that they provide to handicapped children. aated
"extremely important" almost as frequently were (3) allowing the
Sear4 education agency to help meet emergency needs and
(4) insuring compliance with the law, as in providing.e4pEation
in the least restrictive environment.
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These four high-ranked purposes cover the spectrum of
functions 'allowed by the legislation! The first two reflect the
respondents' belief in 'the set- aside's importance in improving
quality and upgrading services at t local level. The third
and-fourth reflect the utility of 't e set-aside in filling local
service gaps and in insuring compliance with the law. Thus, the
functions of the set-aside as viewed by federal officials and
ineerest:groups closely parallel the functions mentioned by
state directors of special education.

.

SUMMARY .1

In 1984, the average state spent almost one half of its
administrative set-aside funds for department operations staff
(administrators, supervisors, compliance- monitors, planners, and
evaluators), support staff (secretaries, clerks, data
prOcessors, and others), and'Ocag-am operations staff
(consultants, psWhologists, psychometricians, and the like).
These three categories accounted,for 45 percent of the
$47,776,000 in administrative set-aside expenditures reported by
the 47 states that had information for 1984.

Thirty-two of the 41 states that de'Scribed their'direct and
support services used their set-aside dollars for their
comprehensive systems of personnel development, through which
they assess local training needs and provide training and
technical assistance at the local level. These systems
accounted for 13 percent of the average state's,direct and
support service set-aside dollars and 12 percent of the
$122,659,000 in set-aside direct and support service
expenditures reported by all the states fort 1984. When combined
with residential placements, model programs, related services,
and assessment centers, they accounted for 43 percent of all
direct and support service set-aside dollars for 1984.

'However, a variety of other direct and support services
were also funded by set-aside dollars at a variety of levels:
reseatch and' evaluation, interagency coordination, programs for
students with low-incidence handicaps, direct services for
children with specific handicaps,."child fineiprograms, parent
training, the recruitment and training of hearing officers,
procedural safeguards; summer programs, progiams for infants and
preschool children, implementation of data prbcessing'or
management information systems, technology for the- handicapped,
and transportation.

All:these activities can'be''piaced in one or more of the
seven broad'functional categories specified for the use of
set-aside funds in the Public Law 94-142 regulations.
Therefore, while the activities. that the states fund vary
considerably, the states',use of the set-tas,ide is consistent
with the purposes that were intended by the Congress. Moreover,
the state directorth of special education believe that the
set-aside serves the general purpose of insuring a free and
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appropriate public education $or handicapped students in the
least restrictive environment. More specifically, they say that
it assists the states in monitoring local compliance with the
requirements of the law, filling gaps and doing crisis interven-
tion, insuring duo prdce'ss, and providinTstate leadership.-
Similar views were expressed by. the federal officials and
.representatives of the interest groups that have immediate
interest in the education of the hatialcapped.

a.

t

.
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CHAPTER 4

THE LIKELY EFFECT OF SHIF
I\ -

THE SET- SIDE FUNDS

TING

4

In this chapter, we present our findings on what might
happen if there were a-federally mandated shift in the
proportion of Public Law 94-142 funds that the states may set
aside, orgretain, allowing more to flow directly through to
'local education agencies. We addressed this question in four
ways. F'irsts, we examined historical trends to see whether a
shift has already occurredand, if so, what its effect is.
Second, to find out what activities the states might add or drop
if the proportion, were shiftede-we investigated, the nature and
extent of the differences in the states that retain high and
those that retain low proportiogs of theii awards. Third, to
determine if other sources could befoun0 for the support of
activities' currently furided by the set-aside, we attempted to
identify sources other than the set - aside thatfare now being
used. Finally, we asked federal officials, state directors of
'special trducation, and-interest groups to address this issue.
None of-these analyses provides a definite picture of the likely
effect of shifting the funds, but tdgether.they-show a general'
agreement that no major legislative change should be made and
that some voluntary change has already. occurred...

TRENDS IN THE SET- ASIDE .

From 1979 through 1984, the average percentage that the
states retained each year was always below the allowable
25 percent. Moreover,: in. general the average percentage has
decreased from the previous year. (except that in 1984 there'wts
a slight increase), and so has the 'number of 'states retaining the
maximum.' .in 1979, 32 states retained at, least 25 percent of their
'awards. In 1980,. this number decreased to 26. In-1981, it was 24.
In 1982, it fell to 22, in 1983 to 204 and in 1984 to 19.

The changes over the years in retained percentages have been
sli9ht Thus, while the average retained percentage stood at
about 22 perent of the total award in 197,, today it is about
20 peicent.

During anyone year,. roughly two thirds of the states
retained the same percentage of their grants as they retained in
the previous year. A total of 15 states changed in 1980, 15 in
1981, 16 in. 1982, 18 in 1983, and 1.4 in 1984. Except for 1984,
most of these changes represent decreases in set-aside percent- .

ages. We summarize these data'in table 8 on the nil:T page

Thus, while the yearly' changes have been small, the net effeqt
of the pattern of decreases has been substantial. The average 4 .

percentage retained for 1984 represents a five-point voluntary. 4
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Table 8

Veccentage of Public Law 94-142 Grants That States
Hitlained in State Fiscal Years 197441 and the Number
V Changing from the-Prevous Fiscal Yeax

I

% retained

1979 1980 1981 .1982 .1983. 1984

P

/..". .
.

No: of states (46) (45) (.48) 48), (48) (48)
reporting -

Highest ; . 50.0 .25.0 25.0 2 .0 . 25.0 .25,0
Average 1 22,2 21.3 '20. 0.0 19.6. 19.7.
Lowest 5..0 6.0 5. 6.0 6.,0 7.0

No. changingb
No. of states

reporting
(46) (45) '(48) (48) (48)

Decease 10 10 Ar- .13 7

Increase 5 . 5 7

No change 30 30 32 -30

\-...:
34

alnformation requested from 48 ,states. Funding for Public'Law,
94-142 was first available-far some states in 1979; during this
year (and this year only) these states were allowed to retain
Up to 50 percent of theArant.

bA change of less than 1 percent counted as no change.

ecre se from t a lowable maximum of 25 percent. 'As we noted
in cha or most of the states the decrease has cut into
the direct and support service portion of the set-aside.

4 State directors of special education were not able to,give
us the reasons for the changes before 1982. For the more recent
decreases one baske....reason was cited: the ,greater need for
money at the local_plan at the state level, to compensate in
part for a lack of state funds to meet special education costs
and in part for an increase in local costs.

*.

Did these changes affect the activities thatvare funded by
the set-aside? For e;ample, did the states that lowered what
they retained also cut services or fund them at a lower level?
Unfortunaibly,_ we were not able to answer this question. Many

i ,states had difficulty providing information on their
expenditures for 1984 and, in general, they-afuld not provide
this information for pre4ious years. , .,----

,

Thus, our conclusion about the likely effect of a federally:
mandated shift given historical trends is liMited tp the
statement that-the states have made a shift on their own,.always

4 P
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retaining less tha'n Allowed and generally retaining less,than
the previous year. While the change in the aviirage retained
percentage is only from about 22,to about 2.0 percent over a
6-year pe iod, its net effect is that the average retained
percents for 1984 represents a five-point voluntary decrease
from thews lowable maximum of 25 percent. Multiplying by
25 perceqt allowable set-aside) the reported award foreach
of the, 47 states reporting this information AhOws that they were
eligible.to retain approximately $243.9 million in 1984. The ;.

sum they actually retained was about $190.7 million. Therefore/.
the 5 -pert t voluhtary decrease means that about $53.2 million
more went to local education agencies.

ACTIVITIES IN STATES liRETAINING DIFFERENT
PROPORTIONS OF THEIR GRANTS

We placed the states in one Of three categories, depending
on what percentage of thecr awards they retained in )984.
Twelve "low" states retained less than 15 percent of their,1984
awards; 17 "medium" states retained 15-24 percent; 19 141-1-411"
states retained 25 percent. Examining the differences in the
Activities of the states in the low,/ medium, and high
cat6gorigesr we found that a percentage increase or decrease
might be accompanied by consistent changes. in direct and support
services but not in.adMinigtrative catgories funded with the
set-aside. t

Differences in administrative personnel

We found wo support for the idea that a percentage increase
or decrease in the set-aside, and a correspOnding decrease or
increase in the amount of money distributed directly to the
states, would' be accompanied by a consistent change in the
numbers of administrative personnel that are funded with
set-aside dollars.1 On the average, the states retaining a low
percentage of their awards fund the same number of I.

administrative staff with their set - aside as. the states
retaining a high percentage of their, awards' Both funded an
average of 27.4 administrative personnel.' For states in the
middle group, the average was 24.). That s, the number of
staff supported by the set - ide did not go up consistently with
the retention of the grant."41P

This finding holds true for personnel expenditures overall
and for specific personnel categories. With one exception, in
each case( the numbers did not increase consistently with the
retention of the total grant.. The exception is in the program-

1This analysis was limited-to administrative personnel
categories because, in general, less than half the states used
the set-aside 'for non ersonnel categories (see table 3).
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Table 9 p.
.

Average Number of Admini4rative Personnel _Funded
by the Set - Aside .in States'Rettiding:Lowl_ medium, and High

Percentagee.of Their. 1984 fublic Law §4-142 Grants,
6xCategorya --

Average number of staff
Low Medium High
states states' states Average %

Category (up to 15%) (15-24%)b 05%) all states

No. of states reporting (12) (16) (19) (47)

Department operations .0 6.5 7.A 7.5
Support 9.0 6.5 9.5 8.4
Program operations . 2.3 3.9 5.4 4.1
.Fiscal management 2.1 1.8 3.2 2.4
Legal and procedural 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.3

. operations
Professional development 1.1 1.9 1.2 1.4
consultants

Other 2.5 1.4 1.4

Totalc 27.4 24.1 27.4 26.3
Administrative portion 66 %, 62% 67%

40 of set-aside

aBased on'reports from 46-47 states, depending on the category.
Percents are roundecCto the nearest percent.

bone "medium" state rOurted no information fo is *table.
ceased on reports from 42 states.

operations category, as can be seen in table 9. "High"
states funded about 1.5 administrative positions more in this
category than "middle" states and about 3 more than i

"low" states. 8

U

Differences in direct and support services

States retaining different percentages of their awards
differ-in the number of different kinds of Airect and support
services they fund with the set-aside. "The reports from .41
'states reveal that the average "low" state funded,4.8 different
types of direct and support service6with its'set-aside in 1984,
while the average "medium" state funded 6.'2 and the average
"high" stake funded 6.5 different types of service.. These\
differences are smallin an'absolute sense but large in a
relative sense. That ist.the. states that retained a loW_
percentage of the-set-aside funded, on the averagep_about
25 percentfewer types of direct and support services with the
set-aside than the. states that,retained a high. pierciptage.

IOC
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We found a clear pattern of difference also in the
percentage of the set-asilde. that is, spent on various direct apd
support servfces (see table 10). Compared to other states,

Table 10"

Percenta e of Direct and Su ort Service Set-Aside
s Spent y States Reta n ng Low, Me um an H gh,

I
Percentages of Their Public- Law 94-141 rants,

Category

by Categorya

I,
I ,.

Average % spent
Low

states
(4 to 15%)

Medium
'states
15-24%)

High
states
(25%)

Average,%
all'states

No. of states reporting (12) (11) (17) (40)

Missing _states (0) (5)b (2) (7)

Advisory panel. c
. 1

c c

Assessment panel. 15 7 '4 8

Child find c 7 1 2

Comprehen64ve system of
personnej development ,'

17 14 9 14

Infant' -programs c 1 1
c,

Interagency coordination 5 2 5 4

Materials development .
and enhancement

2 . 1 4 3

' Model programs 13 9 7 9-
JD-

Parent training 1 1 3 2

Preschool programs 0 2 /-1-"' 2

Procedural safeguards 1
c / 1 1

Recruitment and training
of hearing officers

1
I

.1 c. 1

Related services
'Research and evaluation

9

2

3

2

6

5

---`---_,)

Residential placement 114 8' 6 9 .

Summer programs $ 3 2 1 2

Transportation . . 0 2 b 1

Vocational education . 2 2 4 3

Other activitied 17 ,
1 29 23

Remaining to be spent . 0 9 7 6

Carryover 0 8 3 4

aRounded to the nearest percent.
bExcludes North Dakota, a medium flow-through state that
retained no girect and support service set-aside money.
cLessthan 1 percent.
dIncludes statewide and regional programs for low-incidence
handicaps and direct services for specific handicaps, ADP/MIS

.
implementation, technology for the handicapped, and miscellaneous
activities.
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states with ,a low retention spend a smaller proportion of'their
set-aside on some kinds'of service ag0 acorrespondingly larger
proportion on others. States retaining a smaller proportion of
their awards spend a smaller share of funds.on research and'
evaluation, vocational education, preschool programs, and
training for parents.

However, .these activities consume a relatively small share
otf f4nds for all the stataa., For example, states in the low and
medOm categories spent 2 percent *of their 'direct and support
iserVice set -aside funds on research and evaluation while
states in the high category spent 5 percent. 'Low" states also
spent 1 to 3 percent less on vocational education, preschool
programs, and the training of parents than states in the medium
and.high categories, but none of these activities accounted for
more than 2-3 percent of the average stitte's direct'and support
service set-'aside, fonds.

In addition, low-retention states spent fewer funds in. the
"other" category, in which we grouped Miscellaneous activities
described by the respondents. These activities indludspd state-
wide and regional programs for low-incidence handicaps, direct
servic s for students with specific handicaps; .implementation of
data rocessing and management information systems, and
tec ology for the handicapped, among other' activities, and they
co umed 17 percent of the funds in low-retention states but
ne rly 30 percent in the high-retentiqn states.

Inwontrast to this first pattern of differehcest!the
low - retention states, spent a larger proportion of their
'direct and support service set-aside funds on,four other
services:

I

-7comprehensive systems of personnel development.
..1The proportion of direct and -suppbrt service%set-
, 'aside dollars spent by the average low-retention
state on comprehensive systems of personnel
development'was almost twice the proportion spent
by the averagekhigh-retention state. Vie "loW"

.states spent 17 'percent, the "medium" states spent.
14 percent, and the "'high" states dpent 9 percent.

-- model. rograms. "LoW-retention states averaged an
expen ture of 13 percent bf the
service set-aside dollars on thi
9 percent,for the states in the m
7 percent for states retaining hi
their awards.

r direct and-support'. ,

activity gompared to
ium.caCegory and

h percentages of

--asses Ament.centers: 4le state- retaining a low
. percentage of their awards ip ,t more of their'directg..

and support service .dollars o this-activityttian the:
other states, the'"low" stat s spending 15 percent,

'6
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"medium" states 7 percent, and "high" states
4 ercent,

. .

--residential placement. A similar pattern appears here.
Low-retentipn states used a larger proportion of their
direct and support service dollars to fund this activity
than other states. The low- retention states spent
14 percent, the medium spent .8 Orcent, and the high
spent 6 perCentl

In short, the states that retain less than 15 percent of
their awards fund fewer types of service than the states that
retain the maximum amount, and they tend to concentrate their
resources on their comprehensive systems of personnel
development, assessment Centers, residential placements, and
model programs. In contrast, Ehe states that retain the maximum
25 percent fund more service categories, but they spend a
smaller share of their set-aside resources on these four
services, This analysis does not establish that the perceqtage
that is retained is the only or,the major reason for these
differences, yet it is consistent with the idea that reducing
the set,aside might lead the states to concentrate on selected
groups of services.

$

ire

4 .4'11

OTHER FUNDING SOURCES FOR SET -ABIDE
ACTIVITIES 0

If the proportion of Public Law 94-142 funds that- the
states are allowed to retain were lowered, would other funding
sources be available to support the activities funded now with
setLaside money? We addressed this question by asking state
offices whether activities funded.by the set-aside in 1984 were
algo supported; in part, by other Public Law 94T142 mondy,or
other funds. In analyzjing the state responses, we found that no
activity is dependent exclusively on the set-aside in everl,
state but that" in some states set-aside dollars appear to be the
only source of support for certain personnel and services. In
interpreting our findings, it is, important to remember that we
asked only about .categories funded with the set-aside. We did
not study similar activities that are not funded with this
source.

Administrative actiyfties

In table'11'(on the'next ptge), we report the number of
states that fund various ad mini trative categories exclusively
with the set-aside and,the number that support these categories
with other aourcei .101e counted a state's.activitT in the "funded
.only lAttr,set-aAide" column if the state'8'fiscal officer could
report withbertaihty,that the activity received no support from
any' other funds under' Public Law '94-142 or otherlederal,.state,
or local fundt. Sortie. states arejncluded in the ,far right column
ofhe table because the respondents could not rule out these

C.-

* :

1 #

.

a
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Table 11
I

Number of States Using Various Funding Sources to Support Administrative
Categories Funded by the Set-Aside, by Category

Funded with
.Set -aside Other Other Unable tp

Cate9or9 Set-aside only 94-142 $ federal $ State $ Other $ identify

Department operations
Support personnel
Program operatibns
rival' management
LegalTand proceaural

operations
Operating expenses
Capital equipment
Professional develop-

ment consultants
Other, nonpersonnel
Travel
Other, personnel
Fringe benefits
Indirect costs
Advisory panel

47 18 6 14' 20 0 2

47 24 2 15 13 0 3

33. 15 5 4 i 9 0 3

32 16 1 8 10 0 0

29L 19. 2_ 7 0 1__. _5___

P
,.

25 10 3 6 9 0 5

24 4 0 0 '7 1 0 22
23 9 4 3 6 0 4

."

21 ,11 0 1 2 0 7

17 7 2 3 8 0. 2

13 7 0 1 5 0 1

12 6 0 2 4 0 1

11 6 1 1 2 0 2

3 1 0 1 1 0 1

aBased on reports from 47 states.
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funding Sources with certainty., TherefOre it'may be that
some states that in fact did use only set -wide funds are
the "exclusive" column. 'This means that the numbers we repo
may understate dependence on the set-aside as a funding source.

Even allowing for the possibility of underestimation, when
we select activities that both were funded with the set-aside by
a majority of the 47 'states reporting and received support only
from that source in at least half of those states, we find three
categoiies particdlarly dependent on set. -aside funding:

--all states use the set-aside to fund su ort,
personnel involved in administering set - aside funds; 24
states, or about 50 percent, funded set-aside support
staff with only this do-urcet,

--half of the 32, states that fund fiscal managers with the
set-aside supported them with only set-aside funds; and

--19, or about 6 percent, of the 29 states that fund
legal and procedural versonnel with the set-aside depended
exclusively on set-aside dollars for their support.

However., it appears that no administrative category funded
by the set-aside is dependent entirely on this source in every
state. Most frequently, the states reported that they
supplement the set -aside with state funds. As table 11 shows,
all administrative categories are supported by state funds in at
least some states. For example, 20 states used state funds to
supplement their set-aside fund6for department operations
persOnhel, 13 used state funds to,supplement funds for support
personnel, and 9 used state,funds to supplement funds, for person-
nel in program operations. Further, all categories but capital
equipment received support from other federal.- dollars in at least
some states: 14 states used other federal dollars to supplement
ftinding for depIrtment operations and 15 states used them to
provide supplementary funds for support personnel'.

/Direct and support services

In the states' reports, four 'direct and support services
stand out because at least one third of the stated fund them with
the set-aside and because, in at least half of these states, they
depend solely on set - 'aside dollars:2

2SOmewhat different criteria were used here' than in the
adMinistrative analysis because only three direct and support
services, are funded with the set-aside in the majority of the
states, Therefore, we focused our analytis on services funded
by at least one third of the 41 reporting states rather than
b the majority, the initial criterion we used in the
administrative analysis.

.
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Taele 12

Number of States'Using Variogis Funding Sources to Support Direct
and support Services Funded 114 the_Set-Asiae_u by Categorya

Category

Funded with

Set-aside
Only with
set -aside

Other
94-142 $

Other
federal $

Comprehensive system 32 7 . . 11 7

IA personnel
..

development
.

Model prograMs . 24 15 2 2

Materials development
Advisory panel

20
19

10

.. 15
3

1

1
0

.

VoCational programs 19 .2 6.
Related services 18 10 1 .1

ResearCh and eval-
uation

17
,

6 3 O.

Residential placement 15 5 2 1.

evaluation . ,

.Assessment centers 15 5_ 1 2

Interagency coordi7-
nation .,

Child find
1

.

15

12

6

5

0

0

2

0

Pareht trainirr 12 ,, 8 2

Recruitment and train-
ing of hearing
officers

11 6 0 0

Preschool programs- 10 3 3 ' 4

Summer programs 9 3 1 1

procedural safeguards 8 2 2 0

Infant programs
Transportation. 410/

0,

3 t:, 1

0
14

Other 26
.9
10 1 4

*h

Unable to
State $ Other $ identify

11 4 4

6 3 1

4 3 1

0 0 6 3

- 5 1 4

5 0 3
3 3 3

8 2 2

8 1 2

8 .1

5 1 2

2 0. 0
..,

2 0 3

3 1

6 0

. 2 L .1

2 0 0

1

s. 9

0 r1

0 6

r.

aBased on reports from-41 states; excludes 1 state that retainekno direct and support
service set-aside funds; 6 other. states did not provide information.
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)--45, or '62. perce t, of 24 statbs that funded Model
programs with the set -aside did so only with-TEi
set-astde; ,

.

- -15, or 79 percent, of 19 states that funded advisory
panels with the set-aside used only the set-aside for
that purpose;

--18 states used the set-aside for related services and 10,
of these, -56 percent, supported these services only

4with sett-asi e Onds; and

--10,,or 50 percent, of 20 dtates that funded the develop-
- ment of materials with the set-aside did so only with

that source.

We shOV these data in table 12.

As with the administrative categories, however, Lt appears;
that no activity is dependent only on the set-aside in every
state. Our respondents reported that nearly all activities
receive state funds, and nearly all receive other
federal funds in some states. But for most activities,i_the
number of statesusing federal funds to supplement the set-aside
is smaller than the number using otate funds. Thus, state funds
seem to be the primary supplemenesty funding source for the
direct and ,pupport services that are supported by the set-aside.

4

In summary, our anal.Vsis of funding,,,sources 'other than the
set-aside for administrative categories and- direct and support
services shows that no activity appears to be wholly. dependent
on set-aside dollars in every state..; However, in some gates -

set -aside dollars seem to be the exclusive source,of'support for
certain personnel and service categories. In these states,
these categories would have to be supported by other funds if
set-aside dollars were not available.

OPINIONS ABOUT SHIFTING THE FUNDS

We interviewed state directors of special education, local
education agency personnel', federal officials, and
rei&resentatives of special interest groups for thetp opinions
about the affect of a shift in set-aside funds.'' Beginning with
the state directors, we)asked what would happen if set-aside
funds were not available at all, and we asked what would happen_
if the proportion of t,unds allocated for administration or direct
id support services were changed.. We also asked for their views
jbn the advantages and disadvantages of targeting funds set):
arately for administration and direct and support services.

The effect of 'a loss of all set-aside funds

Not surprisingly, the state directors told us that if
set-aside funds Were not available), there would bea large drop

41



in the administrative activities that are now funded with the
set aside. Eighteen, or 38 percent, of the 48 state directors
said that administrative activities would not, continue at all,
and 24, or 50 percent, said that only some activities could
continue to find support. They explained their answers most
frequently by saying that there would be fewer staff to perform
administrative activities. Others said that they would continue
to fdlfill the federal and state mandates, and some said that.

, they would do less monitoring.

Twenty-seven,' or 56 percent, of the state directors said .

that in the absence of set-aside'fundS, no direct and support
services now funded by the set-aside would be continued;' '

19, or 4q percent, said that only'some would be continued. Six
of these state directors also noted that without 'set-aside funds
for- direct.and.support services, local education agencies would
be more on their own, presumably receiving less guidance,
direction, and support from the state education agencies.

As we show in table 13, when we asked the state directors
where money might come from for activities currently funded by
the set-aside, the source they mentioned the most frequently was
a larger budget from general state revenues. Beyond this, they
said that funding for administrative activities would,have to

Table 13

Alternative Funding Sources for Administrative
and Direct and Support Service Activities Supported

by the Set-Aside, Reported by State Directors
of Special gducationa

Administrativeb

Increased budget from
general revenues

Reallocation in
State educe dept.
State special
educ. dept.

Other federal programs
Local educ. agency

subscription services
Other

States States
Direct and supportc n . %

16 67 Increased budget from 7 44
general revenues

Reallocation in
6 25 'State educ. dept. 2 12
4 17. State special 2 . 12

educ. dept.
3 12 Other federal programs 3 19
2 8, Local educ. agency 3 19

subscription services
1 ,4 Others 4 25

aStates could name more than one alternative funding source for
these activities. Percents are rounded to the nearest percent.

bflased'on responses from 24 of the 30 directors stating that at
least some administrative activities would. continue in the
abAnce ofthe set- abide.
cRased on responses from 16 of the 21 directors stating that at
least some direct and support services would continue in the
absence of the set-aside,
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i
come from money already in an education funding stream--that is,
from reallocations within the state department of education or
department of special education. But reAllocation(wasmentioned
least frequently as a potential resource for direct and support
services.

These responses suggest thit, if state directors were faced
with a loss of set-aside money, some might seek to meet federal
and state mandates dnd might do some monitoring by securing
fund for administration. However, most state directors probably
would be forced to curtail activities now being funded with the
direct and support services portion of the set-aside.

The effect of shifting funds from the administrative
or the direct and-support service portions of the
set-aside tolocal education agencies

Table 14 shows that nearly half of the state directors
believed that an increase in the administrative

Table 14

How Changes in the Administrative Portion
of the Set-Aside Would Affect Activities
by State Size, Reported by State Directors

of Special Educationa

Directors
by state size All

directorsSmall ,Large
n % n % n %

3 27 20 54 23' 48
5 46 10 27 $15 31

3 27 6% 16 9_ 19

3 27 3 8 6 12

27 .4 11 7 15

7 64 16 46 23 50
4 36 19 54 23 50

3 27 1 3 4 9

i

Effect

Increase in fundsb
Would have no effect
Could hire more staff
Would have better programs

and staff
Could provide more technical .

assistance
Would increase state 3

leadership

Decrease in funasc
Would mean global service cuts
Would mean staff cuts
Wodld not be in compliance

aMultiple responses were allowed; directors' resionses were
coded into categories; table includes only categories with at
least 25 percent of responses in small pr large states. Per-,
cents are rounded to the nearest percent.
bBased on responses of 48 state directors.
cBased on responses of 46 state directors, 11 in small and 35
in large states.
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set -aide would have no effect on their pr9grami. However, this
view was expressed more frequently by directors in large than in
small States. .Moreover,.nearly half of the dirOctors in'small
states, but only about a quarter.of the others,.4aid that they
could hire more staff if the administrative portion'increased.

There were also some differences between the',cespOnes of
directors in small and large states on the potential effect of a
decrease in the administrative set-aside. Nearly'two thirds of
the 11 small-state directors but less than half of thg others
answering our question said that'cutting administrative funds
would result in a general deOtease 'in services. The directors
in four states, three of them small states, said that tpey would
not be able to comply with the federal statute and regOations
if the administrative portion of the set -aside decreasect.

State size also seems to affect views about shifting the
portion of set-aside funds available for direct and support
services. As table 15 indicates, 20 directors of large states,

Table 15

How Changes in the Direct and Support Services
Portion of the Set7Aside'Woula Affect Rctivit1es

by State Siet Reported by State Directots
of Special

Effect

Increase in fundsb
Would have no effect
Would mean more state

initiatives
Would mean more rep arch and

development
Would be better able to meet

state needs

Mecrease in fundsc
Would have no effect
Would mean fewer state

initiatives
Would mean service cuts

Directors
by state size All

Small Large_ :iirectors
% n

2 20 20 56 r 22
4 40 5 14 .9

3 30' 4 11

3 30 4 11

4a
20

7 15

7 15

1 10 10 29 11 '24

3 30 13 37 16. 36

4 40 10 29 14 31

aDirectors'-responses were coded into categories; includes only
categories with at least 25 percent of response in small or
lar!.k, states. Percents rounded to the nearest percent. ,

bRas responses of 46 state directors10 in small and
in 1 e 'states.

eBased on responses of 45 state directors, 10 in small and 35 An
large states.
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or more than half of thoa answering, our question, said that an
increase in the direct and support service percentage would hare
no effect on their progiams. Only 20 petcent of the directors
of small states 'expressed this view. We believe this shoes that
many large states would not retain and use at the state level
additional discretionary Money, even if the law permitted it.

.However, the state directors'mentioned most frequently that
a decrease in the Ooportion-of direct and support money would
permit fewer state initiatives. Four Airpctors in small states
and 10 directors in other states. also said that a decrease would
mean a general reduction in services. But .a quarter of the
state directors, all butone of,them in laige states, said that
a.decrease vuld .not affect their programs.

Targeting funds for administrative
and direct and support services

The majority of the state directors of. 5lpeci4,1 education
are satisfied with their states' current allocation of set-aside
funds. Thirty-one, or 65 percent, of the 48 respondents said
they were satisfied with their states' current split between
administration, direct and support services, and flow-through
resources.

'

.4
The dissatisfied group includee,9 of the 11 directors in

small states; 8 of the Airectors in small states were especially_'
'dissatisfied with the $300,00,0 small-state cap 'on administrative
expenditures. Eight directors in large states (about one fifth)
also have problets with their states' present allocation, some
mentioning that 5 percent is not enough for adMinistrative purposes
and others saying that they would like to be able to combine the
administrative and direct and support service,allocations or that
25 percent as a whole is not a large enough set-aside.

DeSpite some dissatisfaction with the'caps on
administrative expenditures, the state directors saw several
advantages to having funds targeted distinctly for
administration. Twenty-eight, or more than 60 percent, of the .

45 answering our, question said that administrative'funds provide
the states-with sufficient money to fulfill their
responsibilities under-Public Law 94-142. More than half, or
51,pereent, indicated that this designation. ptevents the arbitrary
usr of these funds. .Other advantagesthey cited were that these
funds give federal recognitiol, to the importance' of the role of
the state educatiop agencies.lin the education of'tlp handicapped
(27.percent) and that the administrative funds giNfrthe agencies
the flexibilierEfieTilered. 122 percent).

Nearly two thirds, or 65 yercent,,o£ the 43 state directors
answering the question about the disadvantage of targeting funds:
for administration indicated that there are none. .Bowevee, some
directors indicated that they had had problems with the. , .,

proportional splitting of 5 percent to administration and
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20 percent to direct and support services. Further, as we noted
above, 8 small -site directors, or 73 percent, were dissatisfied
with the $300,000'cap on administrative expenditures.

When asked about the advantages of maintaining distinct
funds for direct and support services, the state directors
pointed to a number of areas. Of the 43 responding, 3.2, or
nearly three fourths, said that having these distinct funds
allows states to.lbpport their own priorities. About half, or.22
of the 43 state directors, said. that these fUnds allow the states
to determine their own uses for the set-aside. A third indicated
that having a distinct portion ot funds for direct and support
services allows a state director to build the state's
program-development capacity and to assume a leadership role.. One
fifth said that the availability of funds targeted to direct and
support services provides a contingency fund for emergency
situations. \The majority, 31 of the 41 answering this question,,
indicated that there are no disadvantages to the present targetihg
of direct and support funds.

The opinions of local education
agency personnel

Dying the on-site collection of documentary data An the
three states we visited, we interviewed by telephone three,
,directors of special education in three local education agencies
in each state, for a total of nine respondents. We selected the
agencies they represented to give us a respondent from a
suburban, an urban, .and a rural agency in each state. We were
interested in seeing the actual dollar differendes that shifts
in the set-aside would make, and we wanted to know how the local
agencies might spend addition'al flow-throUgh funds.

To be able to speak in specific terms to these directors,
We hypothesized an increase in flow-through that-would equal
90 percent of a,state's current Public Law 94-142 grant, the
state retaining 10 percent. This would represent a considerable
increase for these local agencies, since they are In states' with
set-asides of 23 percent (Arkansas), 16 percent (Oklahoma), and
15 percent (Missouri). Forthe nine agencies in total, an
increase to a 90-percent flow-through would create an additional
$324,379. The range would be an additional flow-through of
$2,088 to a rural agency and $187,904 to an urban one.i

Weoasked all the directors what they would do with
additiOnal flow-through dollars. Four of the nine respondents

3We used these formulas: (a) (91:( percent of state grant /state

child count) = "H" hypothetical flow-through dollars per child
(b) "H" x local child count = new flow-through to local educa-f.

Lion agency. (c) New flow-through - cdryent flow-through =
specific. increase to local education agency.
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mentioned that they would spend their additional money on
salaries or ;training. In descending order of frequency, the
other uses were for btlying audiovisual equipment, conducting'
diagnostic and assessment examinations of children, and meeting the
emprgency needs of special students in the district. One director
sand that the additional funds would not be enough to pay new
salaries or start a new program and that probably they would merely
cover the cost of, inflation. It must be noted that the responses
of so small a group cannot be considered to represent loval
education agencies nationwi4e or even the agencies in the three
states we visited.

The opinions of federal official
and interest groups

As we noted in chapter 3, we interviewed 13 individuals who
are highly interested in the set-aside program. Five were
officials who are'or have been policymaking officials in OSEP,
and 8 were officials of national groups of educators. Each of
the 13 respondents was asked for comments about tbe effects of.a
hypothetical 15- ercent increase or decreAse in the amount
the allowable st to set-aside.

Reactions were generally negative. For example, some OSEP
officials saw a decrease as hurting quality, depreciating the
state role, or hampering compliance. Education-group represent-
atives also noted that a state might lose staff and fall oqt of
compliance if there were a decrease. However, ,one of these
respondents thought that a decrease in the set-aside would be
a good thing, saying that it,wouldgive local education agencies
more money to operate programs.. One-did not know what effect
a decrease would have.

Both the OSEP and the education - group respondents reacted
negatively to the hypothetical increase in the set-aside. They
cited, among other reasons, the possible loss of personnel funds
in the local agencies and the political infeasibility of in-
creasing a state's set-aside at the expense of the flow-through
to the local agencies.

Thus, although the reasoning varied from respondent to
respondent, overall it appears that federal officials and
national representatives of education groups would respond
generally negatively to either increasing or decreasing the
state set-aside. The consensus seems to favor the status quo.

SUMMARY J./

We examined the likely effect of a federally mandated shift
between the proportion of Public Law 94-142 grants'that the states
may retain and the proportion that they ,must let flow through
directly to their local education agencies. Examining historical
trends to determine whether the states have,shifted these
proportions voluntarily, we found that, although the changes over
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40ethe. years have been small, the average percentage that is r_ ained
t'oday (about 20 percent) represents a five-point decrease from the
allowable maA,imum; About $53 million in additional funds flowed
through to lo'641 education agencies in 1984.

Analyzing the differences in the activities ofthe states
that retain different proportions of theirgrants, we found t at
12 states retained less than 15 percent of1;their grants, 17
retained between 15 and 24 percent of their grants, and 19
retained 25 percent of their grants. While these groups are
distihct, the patterns for administrative expenditures are.
unclear. For example, on the average, the states that retained`
a low percentage of their awards funded. the same number of
administrative staff (about. 27) as the'states that retained a
high percentage, but both funded 3 more staff than the average
state in the middle.

In contrast, the .patterns for direct and suppor ices
Are clearer. Compared to other states, the states tha tained
a low percentage spent :a smaller proportiOn of their direct and
'support service set -aside funds on research and evaluation,
vocational education, presChool prdgrams, the training of
parents, and other miscellaneous activities and spent a larger
proportion on comprehensive systems of personnel development,
model programs, assessment centers, and residential placement..
This suggests that reducing the set-aside might lead the states
to concentrate pn a few activities and reduce their support for
others.

When we asked the states to identif4 other sources of funds
that supplement the set-aside in support of various activities,
more than one half of the states reported using only the
set-aside to fund administrative suppoit staff involved with the
set-aside program. Fiscal managers and legal and procedural
personnel also are particularly dependent on set-aside.funding
in many states. HoWever, no administrative category funded by
the set-aside is dependent exclugively on set-aside money in
every, state. Most frequently, the states supplement the
set-aside's administrative functions with state funds. .-e)7

Four direct and support services stand out because they area

funded by at.pleast 18 states and appear to depend solely on the i

set-aside in at least half of these states: model programs,
advisory panels, materials developmen, ind support services
related to the 'education of the handicapped. However, as with the
administrative categories, no activity is ndent on only the
set-aside in every state. Nearly All direr and support services
receive state funds, and neatly ail i.eceive other federal funds
in some states.

The state directors of special education told as that, in
general,. they believe that the- present division of Public Law.
94-142 funds shouldlhot'l?e changed.'Nearly'two thirds are
satisfied with their states' current .allocations to,
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administrative, direct and support serviceo:'and flow-through
funds. The majority also see distinct advantages in maintaining
a separate targeting of funds 'for administrative purposes and
direct and support services.' However, 8 of the 11 directors of
small states expreSsed dissatisfaction with the $300,000 pap on
administrative set-aside expenditures.

r.

. In total, our analysis.Of the likely effect of a mandated
*shift in 'the set-aside proportion shows that,' while the states
have already shifted funds on their own, a mandated change would
not be favore& by. state directors of special education.
Moreover, the analysis of differences in activities in states
that retain different proportionsof their awards suggests that
a mandated shift Could be a change the types
,of direct and support activit es suported with these funy.
Our information is not sufficient to comment on the
availability of nonfederal funds to support activities that
might be dropped if a shift occurred.

I
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSI NS'

SUMMARY

Under the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of
,1445, commonly known as Public Law 94- 42, each state is allowed
to retain, or set aside, .25 percent o its grant for its own use
under broad federal guidelines.. ,Eac state must flow thrbugh
75 percent of the grant directly to the state's local education
agencies. In the federal fiscal yew 1984, Public Law 94-142
was funded with slightly more thanr1 billion. Oft this, the
states set_ aside 25 percent, or more than $250Million, for the
use of the state education agencies. In this deport, we have
identified the activities that the states funded with the
set-aside, thefunctions they serve, and the probable effect of
shifting the proportions of the grant that can be retained for
administrative purposes 'and direct and support services.

The states fund a variety of types of ,service .at a variety
of lever. Despite their differences, the:states' use of Public
,Law 94:-142 funds is consistent with the seven broad purposes
specified (in the legislation.

None of the administrative activities or direct and slappott
services that are funded with the set-.aside are dependent on
only that source in every state. However, m
advisory panels, support services related to
the handicapped, materials development, and c
personnel, among other things, seem especiall
set-aside moneyin a large proportion of the
set-aside for these purposes.

1 1

When analyzing the probable effe'ct of a' 1
in the set-aside proportion, we foilli.0\that, al
have changed their set-aside percenta4es only
year since 1978, in 1984 the average state ret

k\

20 percent of its grant. This is a fi e-point
from the allowable 25-percent maximum. ''Thus,
effect shifted funds from the set-agide to the
agencies on their own. We found also that the
retained less than 15 percent of their awards

el programs,
he education of
rtain administrative
dependent on the
Mates that use the

gislated change
hough the states
lightly year by
fined only
voluntary decrease
hem states have in
r 'Tbcal education
states that
unded fewer types

of service than other states and concentrated their resources on
their comprehensive systems of personnel deVelopment, assessment
centers, residential placement programs, and model programs. This
finding is consistent with the idea that a legipated.change.in
the 'set-aside would be accompanied by a change in the patterns of
services supported with set-aside funds.

4 ,

In- general, the state directors of speci 1 education
1 believe that the preset t division of Publf aw,94-142,funds
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shou d not he dbanged. Sixty -five percent are satisfied with
their statesi3Orrent,Aivision of funds between administration,
direct and suppd4 services, and flow- through to local education
agencies. Their consensus is that a decrease in the set-aside
,woukd ave'a negative .effect on state programs. Directors of
.specie education/:in school districts, federal ficials, and
groups th special interests in the education the 4,

handicap ed also favor maintaining the status o.

.'CONCLUSIO S

In g,
express.th
problems.
allocated
mandates a
States' us
legislatio
suggest th
ways.

neral, the state directors of special education
beljeef that the set- aside -is working without major

Most of them-appear to believe that their states have
he set-aside in a mann that meets the federal
d responds to state nee We concur that the
of the set-aside is cc ins tent with the federal
and meetslheir needs. H ever, our findings

t the statu, quo might be m ified in several

1.... Mbst of the states are not using their full set-aside
allotment, particularly the portion that is used to fund direct
and support services. On the average, the states retain
20 percent of the set-aside instead of the alrowable 25percent.
A legislated 5-percent decrease in the set-aside would formalize
what 29 States have already accepted voluntarily. However, a
5-percent decrease' might have a negative effect on the 19 states
that retain the full 25 percent. We conclude that the advantages
Of allowing the states to continue to make this choice voluntarily
probably outweigh the advantages of mandating a reductkon.

2. The states vary greatly in the types.of activities they
fund with.the set-aside, particularly those that they support
with the direct and support services portion. Overall, the
states are using the flexibility that the legislation and the
regulations allow. It would therefore appear that .the states
would need more specific guidance if certain activities such as
research and evaluation, "child- find" programs, or programs
for infants were to be supported.by the set-aside or,
conversely, if there are activities that the states are funding
that should not be supported by the set-aside.

3. Although 8 .of the 11 directors of Apecial education in
"small" states (as defined by their "child counts") are
dissatisfied. with the $300,000 cap on administrative
experditOres, other evidence from our review is not sufficient
for commenting on. the meritsof raising the cap. However,
because the small states are generally dissatisfied with this
provision, we that the argument for allowing the small
states the flexibility of allocating a larger percentage of
funds to. administrative purposes should be considered.

t
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MATTER FOR CONSIDERATION.
FY THE SUBCOMMITTEE

Better information on the set-aside iS needed. When federal
money is appropriated, it is importaRit to know how the money is
spent and whether it continues to be 'heeded. Yet no national -

data have been available for evaluating the set-aside program. #

The current regulations do not require the states to report the
proportion they retain from their grants and the proportions they
use for administration and 'direct and support services each year.
If such minimal information were available, it would at least be
possible toptrack trends in state and local allocations and to
determine, among other things,. whether the states are continuing
to make voluntary reductions in the set-aside. Our experience in
collecting information for this review suggests thdtcrinformation
about set-aside proportions would not'be difficult for the states
to; report to the Office of Special Education Progfams as part
of their annual performance reports on Public Law 94-1'42. The
information would be similar in kind to other data that are in-
eluded in the Department of Education's annual report to the
Congress on the'implementation of ublic Law 94-142, and the de-
pdrtment might want to include it n the document. Overall, wp
do not believe that collecting and reporting this basic informa-
tion would add greatly to the states' or the department's data
collection and reporting burden.

In addition, data on eimenditures for specific types of
activities that are funded by the set-aside and information on
how well the activities are carried, out, how effectively they
achieve their .stated purposes, and floi well state adthinistrative
activities and support and direct serVice5 meet the needs of
handicapped students would provide far more information than we
were able to find, than is require8, or than is available to
policymakers. .However, in contrast to the basic information
suggested above, the need for this kind of detailed information
would have to be weighed carefully against the cost of producing
it,. given that it would impose & significant reporting burden on
the states.

AGENCY COMMENTS

Officials of thevU.S.:Department of Education reviewed a
draft of this report; we have incorporated their oral comments
as appropriate. Overall, they found the report to be accurate
and agreed with our concluding observations. In the opinion of

- these officials, however, not even minimal additional report-
ing requirements for the set-aside could likely be imposed
without statutory or regulatory changes.
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linked tato 3tilatt
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND

HUMAN RESOURCES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

'October 20, 1983

Mr. ChRrles Bowsher.
Comptroller General
U.S..General Accounting Office
441 G,Street, NW
-Washington, D.C. 20548

APPENDIX I

Dear Mr, BowSher.:
As Chairman.of the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped I
am most iftetested in determining the effects of the 25% set-
aside to.States in 13L94-142 (Education for All Handicapped .

Children ACt) on the functions of activities of State Offices'

of Special Education. We are requesting the assistance of the
General Accounting Office in examining this question in order
to provide testimony for hearings on the Act ip spring 1984 as
partiof. our general concern for appropriate federal, state and
local roles in education. We believe thi4 evaluative question
could he addressed rapidly through the case study methodology
des d to -.us by staff from the Institute for Projram Evalu-
atio

Mor specifically, P.I0 94-142 quires'States to take responsi-
bilitips of an educational, onitoring, and enforcement nature
that'for many States diffe s greatly from their prior roles in
relation to both the Fed al government and local school dist-
ricS. A total of 25% o the funds awarded to the State under
PL 94-142 are set asie to assist States in preparing to carry
out these responsibilities and to a certain extent in actually
carrying them out.

The 251 'set-aside in PL 94-142 provides more than $250,000,000
annually to States. This is the single largest source of funds
going from the Federal goVernment to State. offices of special
education. States were given considerable flexibility in their
use. While some descriptive information is available on how. .

used theseStates have usethesefunds since.1978, the Subcommittee needs .
more recent and more evaluative information with regard to the
offects.of the funds on state office functioning at present.'

We would' like'information/oh three questions:

--What functions are the"25% set-aside funds fulfilling
in th'e services of PL 94-14ALobjeCtives? What activi-
tie4support these functionst
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--What is the relation between thesd monies.and other
Federal/State support for State office of special ed-
ucation functions? Have these monies been used to
supplant other state or federal funds?

--What would beothe probable impact on how State offices
of special eduCation would function if the proportion
of funds going to SEAs relative to LEAs were shifted?

It Icould Oe useful, in selected states, to examine what functions
the 25% set-aside is serving in carrying out the mandates of .

PL 94 -142, is seen, for example in allocAion decisions since 1978
in state plans, evaluation reports, annual reports and from the
perspectives.of intended beneqciaries. In these selected states
it also would be helpful to examine funds available to State Depart-
ments of Special Education from PL 94-142 and from other Federal
and State resources' to carrIr. out responsibilities required, by
PL 941142, and other Federal. and. State laws. How have these changed",
since 1978? What is their current status'

The Subcommittee. is conceoed withaktaining generalpable inform-
,

ation in a relatively shoft.time. We therefore request a briefing
early in the study of thq basis on which the States to be examined
will be selected,, after which we could decide to continue, ad-
just 'or reexamine the "value of the effort.

1 .

.

It would be helpful to the Subcommittee to have the findings of
this review. presented in testimony at .hearings this spring and more
fully in a report to follow thereafter.- If you have any questions,
please Call Dr'. Nina Bar -DromA at 2 -6265.-

LW/lw

Lowell Weicker,
United States Senat

11
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APPENDIX II

NINE LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

CONTACTED BY GAO.

;Arkansas

Alma-Crawford County"
Alma School District
Alma, Arkansas 72921

Hampton - Calhoun County
Hampton School. District
Hampton, Arkansask 71744

4 Pulaski County
Pulaski County Special School

District
1500 Dixon Rd.
Little Rock, Arkansas 722d6

Missouri

,Houston-Texas County 1

ExceptiOnal Child Education.
Cooperative

Houston Schoor District
423. West Pine
HoustoA, Missouri 65483

Richmond-Ray County
Richmond School District
426 West Main
oRichmond, Missouri 64085

St. Louis-St. Louis County
St. Louis City School District
911 Locust Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

APPENDIX II

Oklahoma

Owasso-Tulsa County
Owasso Independent School

District
Owasso, Oklahoma 74055

Pawhuska -Osage County
Pawhuska Independent School

District -

Pawbuska, OklahoMa 74056

Waurika-Jefferson County
Waurika Independent School

District
Waurika, Oklahoma 735'73

a 1
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

THE $ iT-ASIDE AS A PERCENTAGE OF STATE

EDUCATION BUDGETS FOR 1984 STATE FISCAL. YEARS

State

Set-aside
amount

(thousand $)

.Set-aside-as percent of budgeta
Elementary and
secondary edu,F. Special educ.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona.
Arkansas
California

4,834
. 57Q
2',438

2,624
15,940

'

.

0.3
0.1

AP 0.2
0.4

/ 0.2 t

.

4.2
1.0
3.5
5.4'

° 1.9

Colorado 1,498 0.2 3.5
Cormaigut
Delaware

3,075
691 _

0.2
0.3

1.3
2.3 ..y

Florida 9,141 0.2 2.3
Georgia 5,435 0.3 b

Idaho f .965 b' b
Illinois 13,650 0.6 3.7
Indiana 2,163 "0.2 3.0.
Iowa 3,428 11 0 2 1,5
Kansas b 6 b

.

Kentucky' 2,437 0.2 2.1
Louisiana 4,988 0.4 3.0
Maine 1,538 0.4 3.8
Maryland 5,456 0.3 2.0
Massachusetts 2,477 0.2 1.0

Michigan 4,964 0.3 -' 1.0
Minnesota 1,984 042 146
Mississippi 1,321
Missouri 3,944 0.4 4.1
Montana 720 0.2 2.7

'Nebraska . 1,786 0.2, 3.1
Nevada 6Q9 0.4 2.8
view Hampshire 748 0.2 7.5
New Jersey 9,726 0.4
New York 14,491 0.3 1.4

North Carolina 2,278 0.1 1.7
North Dakota
Ohio

183
10,750

0.2
0.4

3.8
p3.7

OklahOma . 2,577 0.4 10.7
Oregon 2,543 0( 0.4 5.8

aRounded to nearest 4.1 percent.
'bInformation, not repqrtood.

56

p

.72



APPENDIX III

State

Set-aside
amount

(thousand $)

Pennsylvania 11,020
Rhode Island 927
South Carolina 1,573
South Dakota 699
Tennessee 2,370

Texas 16,616
Utah 2,208
Vermont . 432
Virginia 2,222
Washington 3,763

0̀ West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1,921
4,328

446

Highest 16,616
Loviest ' 383
Median 2,437

No. of states
reporting

47

APPENDIX III

Set-dside as _percent of budgeta
Blementary'and
Secondary educ. Special edu5,.

aRounded to nearest 0.1 percent.'
binformation not reported.

0

O

73.
57

.0.6S1
0.4 4.6
0.2 1.8
0.7 5.8
0.2 2.1

0.4 1.2
0.3
0.4

5.0 '

0.2 2.7
0.2 2.5.

0.2
0.*2 0.5

0.7 10.7
0.1 0.5
0.3 2.8

45 42
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APPENDIX IV

THE STATES' DISTRIBUTION OF THE SET-ASIDE

FOR-984 STATE FISCAL YEARS

APPENDIX IV

% retained
Direct and

-
A Flow-

State through Administration It

Alabamp 76 5

Alaskao 75 3
13 .

Arizona 81 5

Arkansas 77 5

California 84 4

Colorado
Connecticut
Delawareb
Florida
Georgia

91 5
80 5'1

75 11

75 5

79 -3

Idahob 75 4.
Illinois 75
Indiana 90
Iowa 75
Kansas 77

7

5'

3

5

5

Kentucky 86 4

Louisiana 75 5

Maine . 78 5

Maryland 75
,

5 .

Massachusetts 93 5

Mtchigan 416 .

k

5

Minnesota 90 5

MiOsissippi l'1, 89 5

MiOsou 66 5

Mobtana°,. 78 9

. ..

-Nebraska 76 5

Nevadab 81 10

New Hampphireb 75 10

New Jersey 75 5

New Yotk 75 .5 .

aPercentayes do not all round to 100.
bSmall state.

4

58

74

support
services'

(

Totala

19
12.

15
18

13

5

100.
100
101
100
101

101,
15 100
14 100
20 100
17 99

1,8 100
20 100
7 100

.
20 100
18 100

10 .100

20 :100
17 100
20 , 100
3 101

- 9 . 100
'5 100
6 100

10 1.01:

13 100
....

19 100
10 101
15 100
20 10Q
20 100'.



APPENDIX IV

State

North Carolina
North,,; Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma.
Oregon

Pennsylvania
Rhode Islandb
South Carolina
South Dakota°
Tennessee

4

Texas
Utah
Vermont°
Virginia
Washington

APPENDIX IV

% retained
Direct and

FlQw- support
through Administration services Totaia

92
85
77
84
75

75
80
90
75
91

75
75,

75
91

75

Al

5

'15

3

5

5

5

7

5

10

4

5

5

17

5
5

West Virginia, 80 5

Wiscon4n 75 5

Wyoming ° 80 14

Highest
Averagec
Lowest

93 17
80.1 . 6.2
75 3

No. of states 48 48
reporting

aPercentages do, not_ all'round to 100.
bSmall state.
cRounded to nearest 0.1 percent.

75.

59

toe

3 100
0

20
11

100
100.

100
-20 100

20 100
13 100
6 101

15 .100

5 100

20 100
19 99
8 .100

4 100
20 100

15 100
20 100
6 100

20'

13.6

48


